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Lot 
Number Title & Description

1

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Officially Cerified Chronometer Automatic Stainless Steel Watch & Bracelet - ref 6564 / 6565 Original Dial & 
Bracelet circa 1959, inside back cover Montres Geneva Switzerland Stainless Steel 6565   1.1958   6564, movement 1030, 25 jewels, 
N823966, ser # 428xxx, making it 1959, inscription on back cover "James L. Keegan 32 Years Of Faithful Service John Hassall Inc. 1959. 
The watch Is In good running condition, case and bracelet show signs of use, light scratches (see photos) crystal has scratches, the 
face has a warm patina, with applied faceted arrow marker and arabic qtrs, (no box or papers - box in photo is not original) What a 
great find. {in house shipping available}

2 Gorgeous Halo Diamond Ring - white 14k gold with approx. 1/2 carat round brilliant cut graded SI - GH diamond surrounded by 46 
diamonds of approx. 1/2 ct, size: 7 (2.6 dwt.) with red leatherette gift box {in house shipping available}

3

115.5"x160" Hand Woven Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - Red field with layered multi color medallion of creams, cobalt, and gold wisky 
blue accents with varied floral designs in eackh color band, bold pendant drops bi lateral Shah Abbas flower accents and floral and 
branch field accents, triple spandrel field edges, large floral bold cobalt border with triple layer guard bands, Made in Iran -  [local 
pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

4 Amy Kahn Russell Sterling Chalcedony Bracelet & Matching Earrings - toggle closure 7.5" long bracelet & 1"x0.75" clip earrings (both 
in beautiful condition) {in house shipping available}

5

1918 Elgin 17j Model 3 Open Face Size 12s Yellow Gold Plated Pocket Watch W/ Chain & Knife Fob - Working super clean, ser # 
20751802, Class 114, run quantity 3000, total production 730,900, movement finish nickel damaskeening, 3/4 plate,  monogrammed 
on back cover HBM, inscribed inside dust cover Dorothy Lauer to Harold Meinhold Dec 25t 1920 knife Fob made by Anil USA {in 
house shipping available}

6
96" x 137" Hand Woven Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - full floral design of warm muted colors, layered central medallion of sky blue, 
cream and tan  outlined in cobalt with coordinated spandrel corners, ivory field and tan border of Arabesques and botanicals with 
multi layer guard bands Made in Iran -  [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

7 14k White & Yellow Gold Link Bracelet - 7" long x 1/2" wide (6.2 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

8

1921 Hamilton 21 Jewel Openface Pocket Watch 16s Model 2 - B&B Favorite Gold Plate Case, #11177776, engraved 
and monogrammed, movement grade 992, model 2, run quantity 10,000, total production 447,200, size 16s, 21jewels, ruby and 
sapphrire, set in gold screw set, movement finish nickel, lever set, 3/4 plate, dbl roller, center wheel gold, breguet hairspring, dial 
dble sunk, railroad grade. working, small repair on face at 5 oclock {in house shipping available}

9

77" x 114 3/4" Hand Knotted Persian 100% Wool Pile Tabriz Rug - bright and unusual colors of olive green, yellow, lavender and pink 
add to the more traditional reds, creams and cobalts to make this carpet pop - four directional center stylized floral medallion of 
basic red ground with floral hanging pendants, on ivory filed filled with floral botanical designs with repeating stylized floral vase 
designs attaching to subtle mint green outer layer with pomegranate and light plum corner spandrel accents, red ground border with 
cobalt guard bands Made in Iran -  [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

10 Vintage 22k Gold Mughal Pendant - 1" square classic double sided design with raw rubies and enameling (has soldered rings on 4 
corners) (7 5 dwt. incl. stones) {in house shipping available}

11 Ladies La Femme 14k White Gold Watch With Square Face Diamond Bezel And 14K covered Mesh Band - swiss 17 jewel movement by 
Jean Claude watch co. inc. {in house shipping available}

12
77 1/2"x116 3/4" Hand Woven Persian Repeating Pattern Wool Pile Rug with Center Medallion - Muted warm tone carpet with 
repeating floral and geometric pattern field, layered medallion with floral pendants and coordinated spandrels cobalt border of 
stylized flowers with triple layered guard bands - Made in Iran [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

13 Amy Kahn Russell Mother of Pearl Sterling Silver Bracelet - toggle closure 7.5" long (beautiful condition) {in house shipping available}

14

Solid 14K Gold AWC Co. Full Hunter Watch case With 1902 Waltham "Riverside" Model 1899 17j Movement - What a Beautiful 
Antique Watch would make a Great Timeless Gift. this AWC Co. # 131096 14k yellow gold case is the heaviest case i have seen on a 
pocket watch, 83.7 dwt total with 16s movement. this case and watch movement is working and super clean. the small button on the 
front of the case is monogrammed {see Photo}, both front and back are hand engine turned patterns, both front and back covers 
have a shoot tha covers the watch stem {see photo}. Waltham movement working ser # 11534901 total production 56,539, run 
quantity 500, finish nickel, ,3/4 plate, Breguel hairspring, {in house shipping available}

15

96"x147" Semi Antique Hand Woven Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - Elongated layered medallion of blues, reds and tan with accents of 
pink, green and sky blue with floral pendants on light mustard yellow ground accented with floral branches, floral infused extended 
blue spandrels and red ground border with floral medallions and accents protruding through guard bands into edge of field - made in 
Iran [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

16 Vintage 14k Yellow Gold Curved Bar Necklace - 15.5" long (5.1 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

17

1889 Elgin National Watch Co. Model 3 With CW Mfg. Co. Warranteed 14k U.S.Assay Hunter Case - the solid yellow gold case was 
made by Courvoisier & Wilcox, engraved front and back, inscribed inside dust cover J Fisher, ser# 109676, nice condition, movement 
grade 82, ser # 3016981 model 3, class 4, run quantity 2000, total production 155,000, grade/model run 17 of 65, size 18s, jewel 
setting screw set, 13j or 15j, lever set, full plate, moseley regulator,  US pat # 77078,  total dwt with movement 78.5 (NEEDS WORK 
MAIN SPRING)  {in house shipping available}

18
82"x127" Semi Antique Hand Knotted Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - Brick red ground with stylized floral all over pattern field, red on 
ivory simple floral medallion and coordinated spandrels, ivory bands with bold realistic floral design and simple floral geometric guard 
bands - color die variations, muted natural colors made in Iran - [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

19 Black Diamond Sterling Silver Bracelet with COA - new with tag by The Genuine Gemstone Company - 7.25" long {in house shipping 
available}
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20
1896 American Waltham Ladies Pocket Watch With Engraved Gold Plated Hunter Case By Essex - Movement Ser # 7783126, grade No 
60, model 1891, run quantity 5,000, total production20,299, size Os, 7j, hunting, movement finish gilt, 3/4 spilt plate, enamel 
dial with silver moons and gold stars, fancy hands, second hand well. working {in house shipping available}

21
97"x134" Hand Knotted Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - Red field with round  pink,olive green and cobalt layered center medallion 
radiating into alternating bands of floral vases and branches accented with ivory, cerulean and sky blue accents, complimentary 
spandrel corners, cobalt floral border flanked by triple guard bands, mde in Iran - [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

22 14k Gold Gemstone Cross Pendant Necklace - 1.5" long cross with on 9 kt. 17" chain ( dwt. both pcs. incl. stones) - contents only {in 
house shipping available}

23
2 vintage Mens Gold Filied/Plated 17 Jewels Wrist Watches - 1- Waltham swiss shock resistant 17 jewel water proof, OXM working 
used condition Mens Watch  Kreisler flex bracelet, 1- Elgin 645 self winding shock master 10k gold filled mens watch working used 
condition hadley flex bracelet as is    {in house shipping available}

24

96"x129" Semi Antique Hand Knotted Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - detailed rug awash in unusual colors of greens, light and dark 
blue, pink purple and mauve, sienna, mustard and yellow, cream and ivories - layered sunflower central medallion  in red field filled 
with arabesques and botanicals, cobalt floral spandrels, cobalt filed border filled with large Sha Abbas florals flanked in mirrored 
triple guard bands of pink cream and cerulean blues - obvious wear spots, made in Iran [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party 
shipping]

25 Christophorus Calendar Porsche Coins 1967-77 - incl. 2 ea of 1973, '75 & '76 (14 total) {in house shipping available}

26
1889 Elgin National Watch Co. 11J ewel Hunter Pocket Watch W/ Fays Monarch Coin Silver Case - size 18s, ser # 3140859 working 
grade 10, model 3, class 5, run quantity 3000, grade/model run 28 of 82, total production 273,000, Coin siver case engraved flower 
and vine,(crack in crystal) {in house shipping available}

27
86"x126" Hand Woven Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - all over repeating pattern of small guls on red ground,  ivory border with 
alternating geometric tribal designs flanked by quadruple multi color mirrored guard bands of blue, peach, black and ivory - made in 
Iran [some red bleed in border]  [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

28

5 Shield Nickel Error Die Variarions - 1866/866 with Rays Major RPD S1-3012 VF/XF, 1867/7 NR RPD Rev F-46 FS-002.9 Choice XF, 1867
/1867 NR Major RPD F-23 Rare F+/VF, 1868 Rev 67 DDO VF, and 1869/69 RPD S5-3010 (Unattributed?) Rim nick - from estate of 
shield and three cent nickel coin variety enthusiast - all attributions and grades are his educated and researched opinions, examine 
photos for specific details - in house shipping available

29 1936 Vintage Bulova Men's Wristwatch 7AK 21 jewels 10K gold filled case - runs good, stem wind and set, with vintage Kreisler 
smooth link bracelet {in house shipping Available}

30 74"x105" Hand Knotted Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - natural earth tone carpet with large mirrored arabesques, floral border with 
mirrored guard bands, bold pattern to accent any room - made in Iran [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

31
Vintage Sterling Silver & Gold Filled Jewelry - incl. cross pendant necklace, Jewel Art pin, 3 Wells 14k gold filled pins, pierced & screw 
back carved cameo earrings, Siam clip on earrings, green aventurine cabochon bracelet, turquoise ring (cracked) & more - we do our 
best to ensure jewelry is not broken or missing stones but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

32 3 Key Date Walking Liberty Half Dollars - 1916, 1921-S and 1938-D - 1916 first year with only 608,000, 1921-S 548,000 and 1938-D 
491,600 mintages  - in house shipping available

33
92"x133" Hand Knotted Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - layered scarlet, cobalt and brick red large floral medallion center with accents 
of deep green, sky blue and ivory in red field of arabesques with large floral spandrels outlined in ivory, mixed color floral border with 
dark blue ground, delicate guard bands with added internal band, made in Iran [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

34 10 Men's Sterling Silver Rings - incl. diamond, semi-precious stones, tiger eye, etc. - contents only {in house shipping available}

35 4 NGC MS65 1965 40% Silver Kennedy Half Dollars - - in house shipping available

36

55"x107" Hand Woven Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - all over pattern of boteh/guls of green, mustard, cobalt red and pink on ivory 
ground, geometric alternating design border on brick ground with cerulean and red guard bands with diamond and dash designs, 
hand woven varied dye batches and weavers for a slightly irregular shape, made in Iran -  [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party 
shipping]

37

Albino Manca Hand Wrought Sterling Silver Modernist Braclet - 7 1/2" hand wrought by Albino Manca bracelet, this superlative hand 
wrought sterling silver bracelet is a wonderful piece, featuring twisted sterling links with the alternating links having additional 
sterling wire twisted in for a nice decoration. The bracelet closes with a hook clasp and is a weighty 1.37 ozt. Albino Manca was born 
in Tertenia, Italy in 1898 and became a sculptor of commemorative works, a medalist, craftsperson, and professor of art at the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Rome. Most of his career was spent in New York City, although he spent much time in Italy were he was also 
a student at the Academy of Fine Arts and exhibited at the Roman Exchange and the Italian Salon. Other exhibition venues were the 
National Sculpture Society, National Academy, Pennsylvania Academy, and Rockefeller Center. According to Ask Art, among his works 
are numerous medallions including ones for the Vatican in Rome. {in house shipping available}

38 3 NGC 2000-D Millennium Set Deep Proof Like Sacagawea Dollars (MS 65,66 & 67) - MS 67 DPL, MS 66 DPL amd MS 65 DPL slabbed 
and graded - in house shipping available

39

53"x128" Hand Knotted Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug Runner - dramatic tribal geometric forms on dark blue ground with triple 
directional   medallion on gray ground center with stylized lotus accents and floating 4 part circles surrounded by orange, brown and 
ivory triangular arm bands, double ivory borders with repeated  4 part circles intersected by orange repeating diamond band -  some 
staining, Made in Iran  [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

40 Gerald R. Ford Presidential Sterling Silver Mint Julep Maker's Mark Cup - presidential monogrammed marked on underside, "Mark J. 
Searce / Shelbyville / Kentucky / eagle cartouche / GRF / Sterling also Monogrammed Maker's Mark SIV {in house shipping available}
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41 NGC PF 67 Cameo 1954 Silver Quarter - - in house shipping available

42

77"x116" Persian Hand Woven 100% Wool Pile Rug - layered round floral medallion center of red, deep and sky blue, mustard yellow, 
pink and greens with Shah Abbas floral  points, cream ground field filled with floral branches, pomegranate floral corners and deep 
blue floral border with mirrored red guard bands with stylized flowers, made in Iran [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party 
shipping]

43
Very Rare Art Deco Design Los Castillo Taxco Sugar & Creamer silver on Copper With Inlaid Turquoise - creamer 3 3/4" tall, 4 1/2" 
wide, sugar 3 1/2" tall, 4 3/4" wide some wear on silver plate looks intentional sugar has a small ding will try to photo it. {in house 
shipping available}

44
4 ML Marshall's Variety Store Oswego NY 1860s Trade Tokens - 1860 oxidized zinc, 2 - 1862 brass (one with notations "CWT 1c Fuld 
695A/a Rarity 6"), and 1863 Civil War Store Card Token with embossed fish and Fishing Tackle notations CWT NY 695A-2A - in house 
shipping available

45

115"x147" Persian 100% Wool Pile Hand Knotted Kashmar Bird and Urn Rug - comfortable thick pile in vivid colors of cobalt, cerulean 
and sky blue, sienna brown, red and pink, purple, ivory and mustard and intricate figural designs  - layered central floral medallion 
with heavy pendants on cobalt hour glass field filled with bird and Arabic script decorated urns and bowls within overall arabesque 
design, corner spandrels of flying bird in sky blue medallions, sienna border of varied vases and floral branches within mirrored triple 
geometric and floral guard bands - made in Iran [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

46 Collection Of 11 Tin Antique Model Cars - See photos

47
5 Vintage Matching Glass Bowl Form Ceiling Shades - concentric circle sun ray center with ribbed background within embossed wave 
rib bands, 3 holes for hanging - 18.25" diameter x 7" tall - all in good condition with no cracks, 1 has tiny air bubble chip on lip {local 
pick up only}

48 Great Hand Crafted Wood Multi Level Display with Mirror Back - 23" wide x 10" tall x 10" deep {in house shipping available}

49

Lot Of Military Navy Dress Blues, Patches Pins & More - Navy Dress Blue jacket and pants, 2 Naval Amphibious Forces Patches, 3 
WWII U.S. Navy Red Cross Medic Rank Insignia Patches, 2 Army Air Corps patches, 6 WWII air Corps Cadet Patches, 1-  NAVY  4"
RUPTURED DUCK WWII VETERAN PATCH, 1-WWII USMC FMF PAC HQ Patch 1 Large 6" Paratrooper Patch Red Ground, Navy & Air , 
Force Hat Insignia & lapel pins. rank and ribbons, name tags, Enlisted surface warfare specialist bar pin {in house shipping available}

50 Florida Fossilized Coral Lot - 13 pairs 2"-7" {in house shipping available}

51 Lot of Blenko Mid Century Glass - 921M 10" sea green vase, clear lion paperweight, & 12.5" Amoeba bowl, & 14" mouse cheese 
handled tray  plus German handled cat pitcher (all in good condition) {in house shipping available}

52 Lot of Toys Incl Diecast Cars & Trucks - vintage Tootsietoys cars & trucks, 1957 Chevy Impala & 1963 Thunderbird 1:18 scale metal 
cars on mounts, Texaco plane, reproduction capguns with holsters, wood puzzle in box, & more {in house shipping available}

53 2 Vintage Nintendo Gaming Systems Plus Games - model NES-001 & SNS-001 plus Super Nintendo Zelda & Frogger & Nintendo Super 
Mario Brothers Duck Hunt - these have not been tested - selling AS IS {in house shipping available}

54

4 Designer Handbags Plus 2 Wallets - Michael Kors gold leather with hand or shoulder chain strap, Etienne Aigner fabric & leather, 
small Guess leather faux repitle, (all 3 slightly used but in very good condition) Coach silver sequin Serial No. 61268-21216 with orig. 
care card, Coach cherry metallic wristlet wallet with orig. price & care tag, & Coach black leather electronic wallet with orig. price & 
care tag (all 3 in new condition) {in house shipping available}

55
Lot Of Asian Pottery - set of 6 satsuma satsuma demitasse cups and saucers,,marked Shimazu family crest,  satsuma miniature tea 
pot, set of 5 whistling sake cups, hand painted covered dresser jar, 7 1/2" satsuma vase with hand painted water and 
mountain scene, by Royzon, bucket shaped tooth pick and a celadon mini gourd and vine tea pot. 

56 Vintage Bobcat Taxidermy - mounted on natural log with glass eyes - 31" long x 17" tall [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party 
shipping]

57
Vintage Navy Sailor Dolls and Trays - two 11" Holland America, 8" Island Princess, 7" QTEV Queen of Bermuda, and 6 1/2" blond with 
cigarette in mouth and no hat, all in retro vintage wood handled tray with blue and white center with image of 2 stylized sailors - in 
house shipping available

58

6 Die Cast Big A Auto Parts and 2 Pro Hardware Annual Delivery Truck Coin Banks and Cars - Big A diecast coin banks including 5 
Ertl {1952 Chevrolet 3100 Custom Pickup #CH52, 1936 Dodge Panel Delivery #7438, 1948 Ford F-1 Custom Pickup #FO48, 1931 
Hawkeye Crate Bank#9949 (1992) and 1912 Delivery Car #3923 (1993)}, 2 replica cars and trucks (1931 Hawkeye Flatbed/ Farmall 350 
Tractor and "1963-1993 30th Anniversary" 1963 Sting Ray), and  Liberty Classics 1929 Ford Model A Wrecker Truck #01075 Coin Bank 
plus 2 Ertl Pro Hardware banks (1940 Ford Coupe and 1938 Chevy Panel Truck, 1996 and 1997) - in house shipping available

59 3 Blenko Mid-Century ConsoleBowls and Ashtray - Turquoise/ Persian Blue 11 1/2" waffle form #697L ashtray, 12 1/2" ribbed console 
bowl in 1965 catalog,  and Amber orange slag 10 1/2" melon rib bowl/ c0ffee table ash tray #6111 - in house shipping avaiable, heavy

60 4 Barbie Doll The Great Eras Collection MIB And Shipping Box - Egyptian Queen, 1920's Flapper, Gibson Girl, and 1850's 
Southern Belle  with shipping box {in house shipping available}

61 1970-2001 Series of German Biedermann Christmas Tree Ornaments - No. 3 - 32, most have orig. cards (in very good condition) {in 
house shipping available}
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62

Barbie Doll 24505 Millennium Bride By Robert Best Limited Edition 1999 - UNOPENED IN THE MATTEL SHIPPING BOX - The Barbie® 
Collectibles® doll for the Millennium! Celebrate a wedding at the dawn of the 21st century with Millennium Bride™ Barbie® doll! 
Mattel designer Robert Best dresses Barbie® doll for her wedding day in a splendid bridal gown of delicate tulle over silvery satin 
adorned with hundreds of hand-sewn sparkling crystals, beads, and sequins. The dramatic trapeze silhouette is highlighted by a 
sweeping cape-like back, which meets the front of the gown with a tailored feminine bow at her waist. Her cathedral-length veil is 
dusted with shimmering rhinestones, and a delicate rhinestone tiara frames her beautiful face and long blond hair. Silver-hued roses 
make up her lovely bouquet. Millennium Bride™ Barbie® doll captures the excitement and glamour of celebrating a wedding and a 
new century, two important beginnings! - All photos except box are stock photos, as this item has NEVER been opened - {in house 
shipping available}

63

Limited Edition “Gold Jubilee” 1994 Barbie Doll, (MINT in BOX) (# 2557 of 5000) With Shipping Box - # 12009 To mark Barbie® doll's 
35th anniversary, designer Carol Spencer created Gold Jubilee™ Barbie®, a limited edition doll. Dressed in a glittering gown of metallic 
brocade and colorful beads Barbie® exudes glamour. A fanciful floor-length overcoat lined in pink accompanies the gown. Barbie® 
doll's beautiful long blond hair is pulled back, topped by a beaded headpiece. She wears a doll-sized charm bracelet with the Barbie® 
logo on it {in house shipping available}

64
Vintage Ladies Lot with Mink, Compacts, Cards and More - incl. mink stole, Brighton leather belt, cat hankies, compacts incl. Canadian 
Mountie hat souvenir compact, opera glasses, eye glass holder with abalone inlay, enamel top bottle (as is), beaded purses, 
Millinary shop head, & more {in house shipping available}

65

1994 Bob Mackie Original Queen of Hearts Barbie #12046 With Shipping Box - INNER BOX NEVER OPENED (Stock photo shows how 
she looks when unpacked) - The Bob Mackie Queen of Hearts will certainly rule the heart of your little princess. With a luscious red 
ensemble, this Bob Mackie 1994 Barbie achieves an absolute queenly look. The sequined gown of this Barbie doll makes her look 
extremely glamorous and stunning. Available with a heart-embroidered cape, the Bob Mackie Queen of Hearts assures to win as 
many hearts as she comes across. This Bob Mackie 1994 Barbie stands out of the regular ones with a unique fanciful headdress. 
Assuring to become an asset for every girl, this Barbie doll entices every eye with her beautifully dark upswept locks. .{in house 
shipping available}

66
Nintendo Labo Toy-Con01 Variety Kit, 02 Robot Kit and Dominion Second Edition, all MIB - All sealed unopened boxes, both Nintendo 
Toy Con 01 and 02 have slight razor cut on lid from opening original shipping package. Dominon Second Edition Rio Grand Games is 
sealed in original shrink wrap - in house shipping available

67

Bob Mackie Masquerade Ball 1993 Barbie Doll 10803 With Shipping Box - All heads turn in the ballroom to see the 1993 Masquerade 
Ball Barbie. In all her splendor this Bob Mackie doll comes dressed in a multi-colored harlequin gown that is accented with clusters of 
colorful diamond-like glass bugle beads. The close-fitting dress is worn under a flowing black overskirt with a train that this Barbie doll 
carries off with delicate grace. The mask worn by this Bob Mackie doll goes perfectly well with her high heels, earrings, and large 
feathered hat that covers her rolled up red tresses. Packaged perfectly in a box this Barbie doll is an ideal gift for Barbie fans and a 
great way to add to a collection. The 1993 Masquerade Ball Barbie will take pride of place on your mantle-piece. (opening photo is 
stock, how it would appear once taken out of original package) {in house shipping available}

68 Giant Clam Shell - 22" long x 14" wide - real shell of  - giant clams are very large bivalves and are native to the Indian Tridacna Gigas
and Pacific Oceans - (some chipping) {in house shipping available}

69

Bob Mackie Mattel Platinum Barbie Doll 1991 #2704 With Shipping Box - The Bob Mackie Platinum Barbie is here, looking pretty as a 
picture. This gorgeous collector  Barbie comes in a platinum-white gown teamed with a brocade coat that is adorned with more than 
8,000 hand-sewn sequins and crystals. With her exquisitely done up blonde hair, this Bob Mackie doll wears rhinestone-drop ball-
shaped earrings. This collectors Barbie has white sandals on her petite feet that complete the look and leave her looking like a model 
of perfection. This Bob Mackie doll is an ideal addition to any doll collection and a great gift idea as well. The Bob Mackie Platinum 
Barbie is sure to light up the face of any avid doll collector - This doll features a fuller range of color in sequins and details than many 
others, slight crease in fashion print image from slippage in box during shipping {in house shipping available}

70 Mid Century Lights, Candlesticks, & Sconces - pair wood & chrome candlesticks, wood & brass finish candle sconce, TV lamp with 
ceramic planter (small chip in back top rim), & polished aluminum accent lamp {in house shipping available}

71

6 Die Cast Texaco Andretti Race Car and 2 Pepsi Delivery Truck Banks MIB - 1:24 scale diecast Texaco Havoline Racing 1994 Mario 
Andretti #6, 3 1995 and 1 1996 Micheal Andretti #6 Racing Champions and 1998 Texaco Grand Prix of Houston Andretti dragsters, all 
with locking coin banks, Pepsi-Cola Delivery Truck and Tanker Gift Banks - All MIB, some minir bix wear, all sturdy, cars in excellent 
condition, seldom if ever removed from box - in house shipping available

72

Lot Of 8 Pcs Of Mid-Century American Pottery - 1-Vintage Roseville Pink & Blue Apple Blossom Bowl 329-10, 1-1946 Hull Pottery 
Wildflower W-7-7 1/2” Pink & Yellow Cornucopia Vase, 1-Hull Art Pottery MAGNOLIA Pink & Blue Teapot 23 - 6 1/2" USA, 1-Hull Art 
Pottery Wildflower Pink & Yellow Matte Cornucopia W7-7 1/2", 1-Hull Art Pottery Magnolia Matte Ever Pitcher Pink & Yellow #14 -4 3
/4. 1946-47, 1-Hull Art Pottery Magnolia Matte Blue & Pink #4-6 1/4 - 1946-1947, 1-Hull Art Pottery 1940'S MAGNOLIA Pink & 
Blue Matte Glaze #15-6 1/4" Dbl Handle Vase, 1-Hull Art Pottery Magnolia Matte Vase Blue & Pink #4-6 1/4 - 1946-1947.and 1- Hull 
Pottery # 63 Elephant Leaf Bowl / Tray Cream Color.  [one money] {in house shipping available}

73
Natural Jewelry Lot - incl. malachite & sterling silver beads & clasp, black onyx with 14k gold clasp and beads, agate with sterling silver 
clasp, coral with sterling silver clasp necklaces, rose quartz beads necklace with sterling pendant with matching pierced earrings, 
amber pendant necklace with matching pierced earrings, baroque pearl bracelet, & obsidian cufflinks { in house shipping available}

74 Peltzer Mill Creek Studios "Water's Edge" Heron Statue - on wood base - 12" tall {in house shipping available}

75 15 Pcs. Vintage Porcelain Dishes - incl. 2 oyster plates, souvenir plates, Carltonware footed bowl, Royal Standard chintz cream, sugar, 
& tray set, plus more {in house shipping available}

76 Lot of Vintage Christmas Decorations - incl. blow mold Santa, Japanese ceramic figurines, Inri Italian nativity, Shiny Bright hand blown 
glass ornaments, hand made beaded ornaments, tinsel tree topper & more - contents only {in house shipping available}

77
Lot of Mid Century Pottery & Ceramics - incl. Van Briggle, Dryden, spagehetti poodle, Planter Inc., L.A. Pottery, Jaru divided dish, oil & 
vinegar bottles, Deebee Co., West Germany Carstens vase, 3 ventilator tiles - 12" square (some surface chips), & more {in house 
shipping available}
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78 Great Ross Mid Century Deluxe Women's Bicycle - looks to be all orig., 26" wheels (some rust)  [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd 
party shipping]

79 3 Vintage Kouvalias Wood Pull Toys - spinning mushroom with bell, duck with egg, & spinning balls with bells (some paint flaking from 
age) {in house shipping available}

80 Vintage Cedar Chest - 44.5" wide x 19" tall x 18.5" deep  [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

81 Decorative Egyptian Resin Statues and Boxes - Nefertiti Statue, King Tut Sarcophagus CD or Trinkets cabinet, Horace covered box with 
ceremonial knife and scabbard - in house shipping available

82 Contemporary Glass Top Coffee Table - with wood and woven metal base in silver & brass tone - glass 48" x 32" x 19.5" tall [local 
pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

83 Vintage 7Up Lift Top Cooler - by Ideal Dispenser Co, Ill. 39" tall x 33" wide x 18" deep - AS IS [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party 
shipping]

84

2005 125cc American Taishan Industry Inc. TS50QT-A Motorcyle/Scooter ....Running - Fujian Jin Jiang Sinli Engine Co. LTD, Red Body,
Vin# xxxxx0029, Eng# xxxx8836, date 09/2005, single cylinder 4 stroke forced air cooled GY6-125 engine, 125cc, engine code 
P152QMI, the GY6 engines are a Honda clone. NOTE: the letter “P” stands for Pair valve horizontal engine. The P series engine has 
taller cylinder head and a shallow recess cam seating that gives it a slightly more performance than non-P GY6’s engine codes. 
Included--manual, mirrors. hand guards & battery. Keys in office
[local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

85
German Dome Top Bracket Clock - West Minster Chimes on the 1/4 hour, gold wash and silver face and chapter ring. speed and 
chime adjustment on face, mahogany case with age cracks, beveled glass dome top door, movement most likely made 
by Kienzle.  marked PAT ANG 18cm over 158  ser 43502 working with key  {in house shipping available}

86 Empire Lyre Base Foyer/ Lift Top Card Table - fine walnut veneer, applied scroll wing accent to center of apron - twist top opens to 
square card table (panel base to apron on left half of table, right half has no base panel) {3rd party shipping or local pick up}

87 Adorable Hand Carved Wood Accent Table - lift off top with folding base 17" tall x 16" square  [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd 
party shipping]

88 Art Deco Cast Iron And Brass Floor Cigar Ashtray & Match Holder - With green glass insert, 28 1/2" tall, brass ash tray and match 
holder, some dings and dent from use. 

89 Danish Modern Rolling Office Chair by Labofa - Signed on back chrome support for back rest (local pick up or you provide 3rd 
party shipping)

90 Fender Acoustic Guitar - model DG-8, Serial No. 99012849 (good condition) {in house shipping available}

91
Antique Wanut Coal Scuttle & Brass Kindling Bucket - coal scuttle 14" tall, 12 1/2" wide X, 17" deep with tin liner, round brass kindling 
bucket wit 3 lion face ring handles and claw feet (feet repairs very strong repairs see photos) 14 1/2" tall, 16" wide. {in house shipping 
available} 

92 Pair of Jon Allen Modern Metal Art Wall Panels - palm tree design with COA on verso 32" x 12" {in house shipping available}

93 New York New York Big Apple Sign "LIGHTS UP' - 2 sided, 97 1/2" tall, 68 1/4" wide. Sign 17 1/2" deep, base 22 1/2" deep X 19" wide 
[local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

94 Pair Gilt Bronze Thai Goddess Statues - 16" tall {in house shipping available}

95 2 Drawer Antique Server with Matching Mirror - both drawers have locks with working keys 28" tall x 47" wide x 15" deep, mirror 
39.5"x 31.5"  [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

96 Vintage Figural Lamp with Mica Shade - brass finish base with lyre playing boy, double socket with pull chains, & orig. mica shade 
(some age issues, see photos) 22" tall {local pick up or third party shipping only}

97 #54 Signed Brian Urlacher Chicago Bears Lyons Locker w/ Authentication Sticker - played his entire career for the Chicago Bears 2000-
2012 and inducted into the Pro football Fall of fame in 2018 [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

98 Antique Oak Lift Top Cane Display Holder - brass tag on bottom "Chas, Bodach & Sons The Leading Show Case House Chicago" incl. 3 
glass shelves - 42.5" tall x 33.5" wide x 14.5" deep (only accessible from the top [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

99

5 Watercolor Landscapes, Framed, Matted Under Glass - W.G. Reid "Low Tide" watercolor of northern fishing shanty (inscription and 
dated 1970 on back) 13"x17.5" sight, in 21"x25.5" frame,  Le Parle (?) Rome 11 1/4"x8 1/4" sight in 17"x14" frame , unsigned winter 
farm stream landscape 9.5"x7.5" sight in 14.5"x11.5" frame, E Muriel Brown 1944 watercolor/ gouache of church with boat asail in 
foreground "Christ Church Prior's Hanks" marked on verso 6"x8.5" sight in 9"x11.5" frame and spring red bud tree by brook bridge 
country landscape signed E.A. Hicks May 1958"x5" sight in  18.5"x9.5" frame - Third Party Shipping Only or You Arrange for Third 
Party Shipping

100

Antique Postcards, Fold Out Valentines, Confederate and Fractional Currency, Etc - early 1900s holiday and Tampa Bay area vintage 
postcards, large fold out and other vintage Valentines, Victorian floral and decorative stickers, cigar bands, state and other trade 
cards,US Ten cents Fractional Currency note,  as is confederate currency notes, WWI soldier photos, antique match book covers, and 
more - in house shipping available
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101

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2004 "Careful Floral" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed 
on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals 
a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-
WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary 
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid 
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous 
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans 
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the 
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer 
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis 
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life 
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of 
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus 
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was 
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

102
70+ Pcs. Extended Service Franciscan Apple Dinnerware - incl. 7-9.5", 8-8", & 17-6.25" plates, 8-5" sauce bowls, teapot, 2 sets cream 
& sugar, covered butter, 2 lined gravy boats, pair 6" salt & peppers, 6 cups, 12 saucers, 12 .5" round & oval platters, 2-10.25" long  3 
part relish, & 8.25" & 2-7.75" serving bowls (all in great condition)[local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

103

28 Pcs Heisey EAPG Fancy Loop #1205 Glassware - 5 1/4" stem with as is gold wash band, four 4 1/4"  wines, cruet with stopper, 5 
punch cups, creamer with excellent gold wash rim, mustard with lid, ind cream and open sugar, ind green sugar with as is gold wash 
rim, tri fold ring handle nappy, toothpick, 6 1/4" plate, folded sides rectangular dish, 5" shallow dish, 4 1/2" and 4" nappies, 3 cupped 
and one flared salt dips - [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

104

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 "Lazy Daydreaming" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" 
signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - 
reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC 
post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary 
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid 
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous 
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans 
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the 
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer 
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis 
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life 
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of 
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus 
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was 
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

105
Lot of Childrens Microscopes & Slides - 1 Skill-craft USA microscope in original carry case, 1 Stellar Famous Precision100X 200X 300X 
microscope, in original box, {box as is}  3 boxes of Perfect prepared slides sections of common vegetables, blood of animals, and small 
animal parts, box of 24 Edu-Science assorted plants and animals. {in house shipping available}

106 Tray lot of Collectible Banks, Pipes, Trays and More - Zassenhaus german coffee grinder, {in house shipping available}

107

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Oil On Canvas 2002 "Amoung The Paths To Eden" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 22" X 
28" signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and 
penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the 
melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, 
contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio 
and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an 
enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, 
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she 
teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and 
creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art 
world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she 
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a 
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom 
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and 
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping 
available}

108 Collection of Firkins - incl. birch 5 stack, 3 stack, handled sewing basket, small bucket, & more {in house shipping available}

109 8 Marigold Carnival Glass Compotes - 6" Northwood Hearts and Flowers, four 4" Fenton Holly/ Pepper Plant, 4.5" Stippled Rays, 5.5" 
plain and 3.75" Question Marks 2 handled pedestal bonbon - in house shipping available
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110

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Oil On Canvas 2002 "Sunny Boy" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 22" X 28" signed on 
verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a 
life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-
WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary 
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid 
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous 
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans 
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the 
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer 
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis 
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life 
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of 
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus 
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was 
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

111
56" WIDE Flower Lace Fabric With Hand Sewn Pink & Blue Aurora Borealis Seed Beads - Yes This Is 54" wide and 34 Feet Long. in the 
center of each flower are hand sewn aurora borealis seed beads. you are buying all 34 feet for one money. {in house shipping 
available}

112 Large Art Glass Ceiling Light - swirl ruffle design with single light socket - 27.5" diameter (in great condition) [local pickup or buyer 
arranges 3rd party shipping]

113
5 Monty Python's Flying Circus Holy Grail 12" Action Figures Signed by Eric Idle MIB - unopened original packaging with accessories, 
each signed on front clear panel by Eric Idle - Eric Idle as Sir Robin, Micheal Palin as Sir Galahad, John Cleese as Sir Lancelot, Graham 
Chapman as King Arthur and Terry Jones as Sir Bedevere - Sideshow Toys circa 2001 - in house shipping available

114
3 shelves of Approx 76 Pcs Green Depression and Elegant Glass - Octagonserving plate, handled console bowl and liner. 6 cups and 
saucers, 5 swirl cordials diamond optic bonbon and 5 cordial tumblers with center handle tray, octagon ice bucket, sherbets incl twist 
attrib to baccarat, varied plates, stems, Princess grill playe, fenton bowl and more - in house shipping available, multiple boxes

115 Vintage Cleveland King 610 Flute - in carrying case - serial no. 617714  {in house shipping available}

116

23" Antique delft Blue and White crested wall plaque with hand painted winter tree and street scene - Embossed shell crest with 
ornate corner and indent accents, cartouch and scroll edge details - center panel vivide hand painted image of smowy lane with horse 
drawn carriade coming down bare tree lined lane - superb use of light, , image accentuates the fluid edge shape of tile - singed at 
base "naum L Apol,", back embossed "Joost Thooft & Labouchere Delft" in circle, WZ/D, plus varied blue Delft marks, 129 AB - iron 
wire for hanging, spiral front to hold (minor rub to glaze near edge of hole for wire) - Local Pick up Only, Third Party Shipping or 
inquire for specialized In House shipping option on this piece

117 Giant Clam Shell - 21" long x 13" wide - real shell of  - giant clams are very large bivalves and are native to the Indian Tridacna Gigas
and Pacific Oceans - (some chipping) {in house shipping available}

118

Great Collection of Vintage Ephemera, Books, Disney, Etc. - incl. 6 volumes of 1935 My Indian books by Platt & Hunk Publishing Co., 
1940 Little Brown Koko with dust cover, & 2 1952 Little Brown Koko, 1937 Arabian Nights illustrated by Maxfield Parrish (all books are 
in good to very good condition with some natural signs of age), 1942 Coca Cola Calendar of The Year framed wall calendar (never 
used), Beatles collector cards, 1973 Pictorial Souvenir of Walt Disney World, Walt Disney World & Gene Autry postcards, 1950's 
Wonder Bread Howdy Doody, Hopalong Cassidy Bond Bread, & Walt Disney Sunbeam Bread labels (all used and in decent condition 
for age), plus more {in house shipping available}

119 4 Pcs. Wedgwood Porcelain - incl. blue on white 4"x7.75" bowl & 3.75" vase and white on blue 4" vase & 4.5" trinket box (all in good 
condition) {in house shipping available}

120 6 Pcs Dugan Marigold Carnival Glass - 7 1/2" Double Stem Rose pedestal foot bowl, 4" Grape Delight rose bowl, 6 1/2" Fish Scales 
shallow bowl, 7" and 6" baskets and 5" tall coin spot compote - in house shipping availabe

121 Tray Lot of Vintage Hardware - incl. mid century mosaic tile drawer pulls, large thumb latch door handle, assorted coat hooks, 
decorative door chain lock, escutcheon plates, & more {in house shipping available}

122

50 Vintage Rock and Roll, Psychedelic, Soul, Jazz and Other Vinyl Record Albums - Pink Floyd Dark Side of The Moon, Star Wars 
Soundtrack, Steely Dan greatest hits, Three Dog Night "Cyan", "Their Greatest Hits","Hard Labor", "Golden Biscuits" and "Captured 
Live at The Forum", "Blood, Sweat & Tears 3", Santana Abraxas, Neil Diamond Gold,The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band Uncle Charlie, Helen 
Reddy Greatest Hits, Earth Wind and Fire Gratitude, The Who Live at Leeds, Joe Pass: Virtuoso, The 5th Dimension Stoned Soul Picnic, 
Joni Mitchell Clouds, "Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young 4 Way Street", DES 18008 Procol Harum, Les McCann A Bag of Gold, Guitar 
Boogie Eric Clapton Jeff Beck Jimmy Page, 1974 Return to Forever Musicmagic, The Stills-Young Band Long May You Run, Wade in the 
Water Ramsey Lewis, The Rascals Peaceful World, Win Lose or Draw, Billy Paul Going East, Water Carole King, Herb Alpert and the 
Tijuana Brass "The Lonely Bull" and "South of The Border", Curtis Mayfield Curtis/Live Promo Copy, Mandrill, Performance Soundtrack 
James Fox Mick Jagger, 1969 Santana, Bonnie Raitt Takin My Time, Isaac Hayes Joy, Marvin Gaye What's Going On, Savoy Brown Raw 
Sienna, Otis Redding The Jimi Hendrix Experience at the Monterey International Pop Festival, LST-35002 Liberty Canned Heat and 
John Lee Hooker, Chicago II, Carole King Tapestry, Long Distance Voyager The Moody Blues, Jim Croce I Got A Name, 1978 Dire 
Straits, Leon Russell and the shelter people, Billy Joel The Stranger, Donovan's Greatest Hits, Goldfinger Sound Track, and John Mayall 
USA Union - in house shipping available

123 10 Pcs. Waterford Crystal - incl. 5" Carina ice bucket, ashtray, 5 knife rests (2 large & 3 small),  paperweight, & 2 wine glasses (all in 
good condition) {in house shipping available}

124 Wedgwood Charnwood Pedestal Teapot, 3 Cups and 4 Saucers - WD 3984 pattern no, beautiful floral patterns, hairline to inside lip 
of  lid - in house shipping available

125 Lot Of 4100 + Trade Beads 8mm & Larger - {in house shipping available}
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126

6 Paulette Cui indigenous Character Dolls Handcrafted from Natural Materials - designed and crafted by one of leading artist in the 
Philippines, Paulette Cui. The natural  beauty and grace of hand made paper -made from indigenous natural materials, abaca and rice 
straw - has been the major inspiration in developing this unique work of art - each figure is mounted on square bases pf naturalistic 
stone color - 22"Tibetan Nomad "Clad in traditional garments lined in yak hide, the nomad women and men of Western Tibet live at 
very high altitudes - yet they enjoy very stable mental and physical health despite the harsh environment", 20" standing and 14" 
sitting African Market Vendors "one of the typical garments worn by Africans with bold colorful patters derived from nature", 22" 
Mongolian Warrior "Traditional garment worn by warriors from the Aduchin Region. This was worn as early as the Middle Ages 
through to the 18th century",  21" standing ad 12" sitting Pueblo Indians "garbed in traditional heavy cotton, usually embroidered 
with naturally dyed thread" - (in house shipping available, large box needed)

127

11 Jim Shore Heartwood Creek Christmas & Seasonal Holiday Centerpiece Decorations with Boxes - 9 Angels (10.5" 2006 "Silent 
Night" lighted revolving nativity interior with music box angel, 9" 2004 Bountiful Angel, Landscape Sleeps, New Beginnings, and 
Summer Restores the Soul), 2 Roly Poly Santas (9.5" 2005 Christmas warmth and 8" The Season of Giving), 8" 2009 star form Winter's 
Miracle with lighted nativity scene diorama, 4.5" long 2005 Peace and Love lion and lamb ornament, 7.5" 2009 Blessings of the 
Harvest Pumpkin form with farmer family bounty and 7" 2009 Spring Love Easter Egg Theme lighted dioramas - all with original 
boxes, 6 also with exterior boxes - in house shipping available

128
Royal Albert Old Country Roses Cookie Jar, Deviled Egg Plate and 8 Goblets with Original Boxes - 11 1/2" barrel form cookie jar with 
raided interlocking circle rim and domed lid, 11" deviled egg dish and 8 all purpose goblets (glass) in their original boxes, great 
presents for the discriminating collector - in house shipping available

129
4 Pr. 1940s Elegant Glass Eagle & Pouter Pigeon Bookends By Cambridge, Paden City & New Martinsville - 8" New Martinsville #509 
Eagles with wings raised circa 1941, 6" Cambridge No 1119 Eagles with wings out circa 1935, 5 1/4" Paden City Pouter Pigeon in Art 
Deco Style and 5 1/2" Cambridge Pouter Pigeons with full fan tail back on square bases - in house shipping available (heavy glass)

130
45 Pcs Royal Albert Old Country Roses Dinnerware and Accessories - 10 1/2" sculpted pitcher, 8 each napkin rings, dinner and salad 
plates, rimmed soup/salad bowls, saucers, 2 ovate ribbed bonbons, scone tray and "To Mother With Love" snack plate with 5 
matching china storage bags- in house shipping available

131

Heisey Glass Ash Tray and Cigarette Box Collection - 6 Victorian #1425 individual ashtrays with match holders, 10 #1404 Old 
Sandwich ind ash trays, 6 #1454 Diamond Point/ Mount Vernon  individula ash tray and underplate (sometimes listed as honey bowl 
and jelly plate), 2 military Hat ash trays, 7" diamond shape with wheel cut butterfly and flowers design, 6" square Max Sidell cut with 
five petal flower cutting and 6" #1489 New Puritan "Tookie" special cut ash trays (collector's note "This Heisey Ashtray marked Tookie 
was given to Louise Adkin's Sister who married Mr. Olson (Heisey's formula man) Louise was long time secretary at Heisey Co. - Jerry 
Haslop (Louise's nephew) attributes the cutting to Sliedel (Sidell?) - a gift from Jerry"), 6" rectangular satin horse head finial 
cigarette  box, Krome Kraft Farber Bros base for box marked by previous owner as Seahorse dish (4" square, circle e and line cut 
design with dolphin fish finial) - [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

132
Queen's Pink "Chelsea Toile" 5 pc Service for 9 Dinnerware with Tea Set, Serving Bowl & Blue Platter - 9 each pink 10" dinner & 7" 
salad plates, cups and saucers, ten 6.5" salad/ soup bowls, teapot, cream and covered sugar, 9.5" serving bowl, 13" blue oval platter - 
in house shipping available

133

Heisey Glass Restaurant and Utility Ware Syrups, Toothpicks and More - 3" squat, mustard jar with wide center rim , 2 flat toothpicks 
(1 with corner chip), double sided Domino Sugar Cube holdetr, 9" serving spoon, Qator cream and 3 sugars, wheel cut round body 
cream and sugar, Yeoman #1184 oil and vinegar cruet set with tray (and 2 go along unidentified maker salt and peppers), #353 50z 
and 351 Bulbous 1910 Pat Date Sanitary syrups with metal lllmount lids, Tumble up decanter and tumbler with extra tumbler an 6" 
under plate and more - in house shipping available

134 7 Iridescent Carnival Glass Swan Bowls - 3 Imperial 5" ( light blue, pearlized and golden topaz), Fenton ruby (not iridized) and 3 
unmarked 4 1/2" (med blue and 2 pink)  - in house shipping available

135

7 Retro Art Glass Vases - 11" Bohemian cranberry open foot vase with gold band decoration, 9" pink and white on clear open feather 
optic ovate vase in the style of Fenton's Dave Fetty feather designs, pedestal and ribbed 10" retro ruby swung vases, 8" smberina 
pattern glass compote/ centerpiece goblet, 6" blue cased glass pitcher with clear handle and 3" Viking ruby flower bowl ( no flower 
frog) - in house shipping available

136 Pr of Brass Cherub Candle Sconces - 12" full cherub figures holding torch candleholder - in house shipping available

137 Waterford Crystal Bowl & 9 Lismore Champagne Glasses - bowl 10.75"x7.5" & 4.25" glasses (all in good condition) {in house shipping 
available}

138 8 Pc. Lenox Little Town of Bethlehem Nativity Set - Mary, Joseph, Baby Jesus, 2 Kings, Angel, Shepard, & camel - all w/ orig. boxes {in 
house shipping available}

139 4 Pr of Vintage Glass Horse Bookends - 7.5" New Martinsville and L E Smith Rearing Stallions, .8" New Martinsville Running Stalllions 
and 6.5"x10" HR Haley American Glass Co Art Deco design running stallions - in house shipping available

140 Cast Iron Elephant Bank & Elephant Mechanical Cigarette Dispenser - The cigarette dispencer has a crack in the base stretcher see 
photo, both original paint and in good working order. {in house shipping available}

141
4 Pieces Of Fenton Art Galss - Pair of Fenton Art Glass, Ice Blue, Opalescent Coin Dot, Ruffled Edge, 8 1/2" Vases, and Fenton Blue 
Opalescent Beaded Melon Body Creamer & .Blue Fenton Melon Pitcher, Ruffle Edge and Bamboo Handle .one money {in house 
shipping available}

142 Antique Royal Bayreuth Orange Blossom - incl. individual teapot, cup, spoon, 5" & 4" (chip on top handle) pitchers, & unmarked 
covered jar (all but noted pitcher in good condition) {in house shipping available}

143 8 Hand Carved Wooden Elephant Figures with Brass, Copper, Tin and other Adornments - two 6.5"x7" trumpeting, 5"x6"and 4"x5" 
with back legs stretched out, two 6" and one 5" sitting and  3"x5.5" with camel bone saddle - in house shipping available

144 Original WW1 era German Army fighting dagger made by Ern Rasiermesser Fabrik in Wald -  German Rheinland. Classic circa 1915-
1916 Kampfmesser,  these knives were used WWI & WWII {in house shipping available}
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145 U.S. M 4 CAMILLUS BAYONET W/US M8A1 SCABBARD ...Great... - see photos  {in house shipping available}

146 Vintage WW1 French Model Lebel Bayonet w/ Scabbard - great condition see photos {in house shipping available}

147 Michael Kors Gold Metallic Grover Slip On New in Box - size 10 - never worn {in house shipping available}

148 16 Silver Fiddle Back Spoons - including Gorham & Webster, 2-Wm. B. Durgan, 2-J.G. Person & Co, 2- as is F.J. Posey,  H & S, D. 
Goddard, 2-Woods, Towle, A. Johnston, 2- English W. & H. {in house shipping available}

149 Antique Cast Iron Cresent Child's Stove - with iron, pots, spatula, & burner handle 11.75" tallx13.5" wide {in house shipping available}

150 Singer Featherweight #221-1 Sewing Machine With Carry Case - Carry case has missing fabric covering the lid corner see photos, 
machine working with foot peddle, book, singer oil can, and small box of attachments, {in house shipping available}

151 Barbie Doll Bob Mackie "Neptune Fantasy" With Box - in box, yellowing tape inside box, outside box has condition issues (see photos, 
first picture is stock to show how she looks out of package) {in house shipping available}

152
5 Pcs Fenton and Northwood Carnival Glass - 5 1/2" Northwood marigold Peacock at the Urn small compote ,8 1/2" Fenton marigold 
three footed Fan Tail master berry bowl with Butterfly and Berry exterior, 8" light optic fan vase, Illusion 2 handled bonbon bowl, and 
5" tall amethyst Blackberry Bramble small compote - in house shipping available

153 WWII Theater Made Fighting Knife W/ USMC Kabar With USMC Kabar Sheath - Lucite stacked handle, polished aluminum pommel, 
lucite guard. {in house shipping available}

154 2 Cobalt Blue Glass Covered Jars - incl.13.5" tall hand painted gold enameled with flowers & 8" metal repousse base & lid with glass 
insert (both in good condition) {in house shipping available}

155

50 Vintage1980s Promo Only 12" Singles Hip Hop, Electro Pop, Disco, and Other Vinyl Record Albums - 30 12" Single Promo Radio DJ 
albums (1989 Ware Just the Two of Us Most Valuable Poet, Bryan Ferry- Limbo, David Sanborn "Close- Up" and "You Are Everything", 
2 Ray Charles with Gladys Knight "I Wish I'd Never Loved You at All" DJ Copy, Shenna Easton The Lover in Me, Womack & Womack 
Good Man Monologue, Donna Summer "Dinner with Gershwin" and 2 copies "Love is in Control", Kraftwerk "Electric Cafe" and 
"Musique Non Stop", New Jack Swing Wrecks-N- Effect, Missy Mist Make it Mellow, Patti Austin Rhythm of the Street, Teddy 
Pendergrass Workin' It Back, Chaka Khan Love of a Lifetime, The Dells "The Second Time", James Ingram never felt so good, 2 Elektra 
Anita Baker Caught Up in The Rapture, Emotional Falco,Talking Heads Road to Nowhere, Then 0-21250 Chaka Khan Maxi Single, 
Elektra Sharp Playboy, PRO-A-3108 WB Al B Sure Off On Your Own, PRP-A-3440 WB Karyn White Secret Rendezvous, PRO-A-3109 
Reprise Rick James featuring Roxanne Shante Loosey's Rap, MCA Uptown Records Guy L33-17722 Teddy's Jam, Prince 
Lovesexy (whole album), 12 regular release 12" Singles Billy Ocean License to Chill/ Pleasure", Morris Day Are You Ready, Midnight 
Star Shake in the Grass, Isaac Hayes Showdown, Sheila E "in The Glamorous Life" unopen cut, "Hold Me" and  PRO-A-2733 Paisley 
Park Records "Koo Koo", Shock Talk About Love/Get Off unopened cuy, Mavis Staples 20th Century Express, Rick Astley Never Gonna 
Give you Up, I'll Take Your Money Rhun Girl Run and DPM: 116 Tommy Boy Exclusive A-List D.J.'s Only Hot Mix Pro Force M.D.'s Deep 
Check) other late 80s records Ashford & Simpson Performance, Debbie Harry Rock Bird, "Ray, Goodman & Brown Mood for Lovin'", Al 
Jarreau L is for Lover, Average White Band Aftershock, Patti Austin "Patti Austin" & "Gettin' Away with Murder" plus Rock Rhythm & 
Blues comp album - in house shipping available

156

1946-1956 Shelley English China 3pc Childs Set By Mabel Lucie Attwell -  vintage rare Shelley bone china children's 3 piece feeding 
set. The back stamp is one used from 1945-1966.The set consists of a 7" plate,a 5 1/4" bowl and a 3" high mug. They are decorated 
with adorable figures of children and fairies by the British illustrator, Mabel Lucie Attwell.The caption on plate and bowl each says "I 
Had A Donkey And A Cart To Take A Ride- He Looked So Sad, I Simply Had To Put Old Donk Inside" The Cup reads "There Was A Little 
Man Lived In A Caravan. His Friends Were The Bunnies Such Funnies"  {in house shipping available}

157 Lot Of 4 NEW OLD STOCK Redfield Gunsights No. 70W - 4- No. 70W T Micrometer Receiver Sight MOD 54-70 WIN, REM. 721-722 
Target/hunter knobs with original boxes, screws and guarantees {in house shipping available}

158

Steiff 037054 Classic Teddy Bear Red/ Brown Cinnamon Mohair Limited Edition with Growler - 2006 Classic Teddy Bear inspired by 
great traditional designs is a "New Style"classic make for larger bears in a world wide limited edition of 2,006 - 22.5"/58cm tall, fully 
jointed construction, sewn from rich curly cinnamon mohair with wool felt paws (plus flat feet so that he can stand unaided). He 
has traditional excelsior/ wood shaving stuffing, black boot button eyes and hand stitched nose. His stature and long arms are perfect 
for friendly hugs and he comes equipped with gentle slow resonating growl when you lay him flat. a true keepsake! - in house 
shipping available

159 4 Stack Colorful Pyrex Mixing Bowls and Lucien Piccaro Crystal Gavel - Mixing bowls are (largest to smallest) avocado, orange, yellow 
and blue, 9" crystal gavel signed Lucien Piccard on end of handle - in house shipping available

160

Barbie OOAK by Joshard Originals One Of A Kind With Signed Display Boxes - One of a kind designer original Barbie Doll by Joshard. 
Joshard was a team of 2 Barbie artists that combined their names - Jeff Bouchard & Joe Seminerio. They created reborn Barbie Dolls 
from a variety of Barbie dolls. Faces were repainted, hair restyled, clothing and jewelry were designed and created by the team. She 
has her original wrist tag and the small box and the large boxes are both signed. Doll box is no longer attached to larger box, large box 
has some mild discoloration from storage but doll and small box are in very good condition {in house shipping available}

161 Barbie as Scarlett O'Hara & Eliza Doolittle Hollywood Legends Collection - O'Hara--outside box some storage scuffs, never out of box. 
Doolittle---some tears in box, never out of box {in house shipping available}

162 Men's Sterling Silver & Gold Filled Jewelry - incl. ID bracelet, cufflinks, tie tacks, religious & fraternal pins, football & other charms, 
etc. {in house shipping available}

163 Cambridge Glass Mermaid Statue & Bottoms Up Cup - clear mermaid 10.5" tall & cobalt nude 3" tall (both in good condition) {in 
house shipping available}
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164
Sterling Silver Jewelry Lot - incl. Disney Cinderella carriage "A Dream is a Wish Your Heart Makes" charm, heart charms, & starfish 
pendant necklaces, bracelets, charms, earrings, & 25 gram Pure Silver .999 bar - we do our best to ensure jewelry is not broken or 
missing stones but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

165 Vintage Fitz & Floyd Bjorn Wiinblad Inspired Teapot Set - face design teapot, cream, sugar (all in good condition) {in house shipping 
available}

166 Sterling Silver Religious Lot - incl. medals, crosses, charm bracelet, etc. - contents only {in house shipping available}

167 14.5" Lladro Gres Finish "Facing The Wind" Figurine #1279 - Boy and Girl with Dog, designed by Juan Huerta, retired 2002 - in house 
shipping available

168
Sterling Silver, Coral, & Art Glass Jewelry - sterling silver (carved carnelian cabochon cuff bracelet, vintage 2.25" Taxco abalone 
pendant/pin, 1.5"  enameled pin, pierced chalcedony dangle earrings), 24" coral necklace, 16" art glass beaded necklace, & dyed 
stone necklace - contents only {in house shipping available}

169 13.75" Lladro Retired Sitting Ballerina #4559 - retired 1993 (great condition) {in house shipping available}

170 1952 Ladies 14K White Gold & Diamond 17j Longines Watch - ser # 8693071 running with Helbros Gold Filled Bracelet, {in house 
shipping available}

171 4 Royal Doulton Figurines - incl. Janine HN2461, First Waltz HN2862, Dinky Do HN1678, & Littigate D6699 jug (all in good condition) 
{in house shipping available}

172 Sterling Silver Smokey Quartz Jewelry - incl. 16"  faceted beaded necklace, 7" sterling silver double chain bracelet with peridot 
accents, sterling silver 18" pendant necklace with matching pierced earrings, & size 7 3/4 ring {in house shipping available}

173
Ed Hardy Bag & Belt -
Ed Hardy Seattle black canvas & suede 1971 bag 012-0941-7 with dust cloth in great condition & leather belt style EH3212, size M 
with signs of wear in graphics {in house shipping available}

174 Vintage Sterling Silver Europe U.S. Army Signet Ring - size: 10 1/2 monogrammed K.O.H. '89 {in house shipping available}

175 6 Pcs. Waterford Crystal - incl. rose bowl, Lismore pitcher, 2 individual pitchers, 4" bowl, & pedestal candle (all in good condition) {in 
house shipping available}

176 Diamond Dangle 14k Gold Earrings - 1" long (0.20 ct. total weight bezel set diamonds, 1.2 dwt. incl. diamonds) {in house shipping 
available}

177 Waterford Crystal Ceiling Mount Lamp - 6 1/2"x11" - could not find a mark, but shape,cutting and quality of glass is correct and brass 
fittings are identical to Waterford's ceiling lamps - in house shipping available

178 2 14k Gold Tie Tacks - unusual bone dinner plate with spoon, fork, & knife with gold chain & bar (clasp is not gold) triangle with 
obsidian center (1.7 dwt. incl. stone, back not gold) {in house shipping available}

179 Waterford "Lismore" Footed Bowl - 9.75" diameter x 6.25" with paper tag in great condition {in house shipping available}

180 18k Gold Black Onyx Heart Ring - size: 5 (1.8 dwt. incl. onyx) {in house shipping available}

181 6 Imperial Heisey Mold Caramel Slag Glass Animals and Birds - 4" elephant , 5" and 7" Flying Mallards with "Caramel Slag End of Day 
Glass by Imperial" tags, 5" "Pony Stallion" with original tag,6 1/2" Mule and Plug Horse - in house shipping avaialable

182 Wedding Ring Diamond Set in Sterling Silver - round pave setting with side band diamond accents & matching band with diamonds- 
size: 7 {in house shipping available}

183

5 Glass Figurines - Jumping Trout, Seahorse, Heron, Mother Mary, Cobalt Madonna and Child - 11" Franklin Mint crystal jumping trout 
with fisherman's fly signed 1988 FMx, 8"1940s Paden City seahorse, 7" Duncan and Miller standing heron, 11 1/2" Mosser cobalt 
madonna and child bust from Heisey mold for Heisey Club of America 2003 plus 8" clear glass Mother Mary figure - in house shipping 
available

184 Sapphire & Diamond Ring Set in White 14k Gold - deep blue oval cut 10mmx8mm sapphire surrounded by diamonds and also on 
band - size: 5 3/4 (5.2 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

185 Late 1800's Gorham Sterling Overlay Decanter - stamped 999/1000 - 9.5" tall (in good condition) {in house shipping available}

186 GM Professional Service Guild 10k Gold Ring - with center sapphire & 6 diamonds, size: 11 3/4 (12.1 dwt. incl. stones) monogrammed 
inside {in house shipping available}

187

Authentic Vintage Gucci Navy Blue Shoulder Bag with Detachable Pouch - 1980's navy blue leather & GG monogram coated 
canvas with woven blue & red strip flap with magnetic closure on pouch that also attaches to bag in front pocket. Gold 
interlocking GG's on woven canvas tab & gold metal Knight crest "Gucci Made in Italy" tag on leather tab Serial No. 001 36 0944 on 
back & gold interlocking G's tag on zipper of bag - 7" tall x 9.25" wide x 3" deep, wallet 4.5" tall x 8" wide (bag is very good condition 
overall, some very mild scuffing on interior from use, guaranteed to be authentic Gucci) {in house shipping available}

188 Lovely Diamond Flower Ring Set in 14k Gold - size: 9 (1.8 dwt.) {in house shipping available}
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189 Carol Barrett Jade Necklace & Earrings - 4" double sided Chinese jade dragon & phoenix pendant on 18" beaded necklace with jade 
fish pierced earrings (both with orig. tags) {in house shipping available}

190 2 Pair of Sterling Silver Amy Kahn Russell Earrings - amethyst dangle & lapis - both clip on {in house shipping available}

191 Set 6 Waterford Lismore Champagne Flutes & 5 Sherry's - 7.25" flutes & 5" tall sherries (all in great condition) {in house shipping 
available}

192 10k Gold Service Pin From Ferman - service pin from local car dealership - 1" wide with ruby (1.7 dwt. incl. ruby) {in house shipping 
available}

193 Signed Sajen Sterling Elephant Pendant Necklace - 3" pendant of crystal elephant with abalone shell & semi-precious stone accents 
set in sterling on 24" chain (beautiful condition) {in house shipping available}

194 Men's Oldsmobile Service 10k Gold Ring - employee service award ring with center , size: 11 3/4 (14.1 dwt. incl. stone) 
monogrammed inside {in house shipping available}

195 Waterford Crystal Lismore Diamond Vodka Chiller Set - crystal chill bowl with inset metal frame holding 6 shot glasses and central 
opening for vodka bottle - in house shipping available

196 Gorgeous Art Deco 18k Gold Diamond & Sapphire Ring - 1/2 carat diamond with sapphire sides in filagree setting size: 8 1/4 (1.4 dwt.) 
{in house shipping available}

197
2 1986 Goebel Limited Edition Fancy Dress Tea Cozy Dolls with Original Boxes - Lady Emma Hamilton #1068 of 5,000 and Empress 
Mary Elizabeth #1526 0f5.000, both rest on marked stands and also useable as tea cozy, come in original hexagonal boxes - in house 
shipping available

198 10k Gold & Diamond Heart Ring - gold band with white gold heart setting with 0.26 ct. total weight of diamonds - size: 7 (1.6 dwt. 
incl. diamonds) {in house shipping available}

199
Authentic Vintage Gucci Accessory Line Bag - micro monogram canvas with leather trim , interlocking G's leather front tag, Gucci Italy 
gold stamp, no serial number, & gold interlocking G's tag attached zipper pull - 7" tall x 9.25" wide x 2" deep (bag is very good 
condition overall, guaranteed to be authentic Gucci) {in house shipping available}

200 18k Gold Triple Row Ring - with turquoise (1 stone has crack), ruby, & sapphires - size: 7 (2.7 dwt. incl. stones) {in house shipping 
available}

201 Waterford Crystal Ceiling Mount Lamp - 7 1/2"x12" - could not find a mark, but shape,cutting and quality of glass is correct and brass 
fittings are identical to Waterford's ceiling lamps - in house shipping available

202 Rare Helena Rubinstein Sterling Silver Lip Stick - Used condition, elevator for lip stick stuck. surface scratches ans  {in house shipping 
available}

203 3 Pcs Hand Painted Holiday Fenton Art Glass with Original Boxes - 8.5" Cameo/Opaline Satin Santa LE #2243, 7" Burmese Fairy lamp 
and 2005 light teal bell with winter farm house scene - Original Fenton boxes in good condition, in house shipping available

204 10k Gold Topaz Ring - with rose gold flower accents - size: 6.25 (1.4 dwt. incl. stone) {in house shipping available}

205
6 Disney WDCC Porcelain Figurines from Fantasia with Original Boxes - Mickey Mouse Mischievous Apprentice, Mr Broom Bucket 
Brigade, Large Medium and Small (Hop Low) Mushroom Dancers and Fantasia Opening Title stand (Mickey comes with Collector's 
Society button, boxes show some wear, over all good shape) in House Shipping Available

206 14k Gold Earrings & Bangle Bracelet - 1 1/2" long swirl beaded dangle pierced earrings & 3 mm wide etched design bangle bracelet 
(4.6 dwt. all 3 pcs.) {in house shipping available}

207 8" Cambridge Statuesque Royal Blue Compote - crystal nude figural stem holding Royal Blue flared shallow compote - in house 
shipping available

208 Amy Kahn Russell Amethyst Sterling Silver Butterfly Earrings - pierced earrings 1.25" tall {in house shipping available}

209 Ebonized Wood Hand Carved Thai Bust - 9" tall - {in house shipping available}

210 14k Gold Cannetille Design Jade Ring - size: 4 (4.5 dwt. incl. jade, unmarked but guaranteed to be 14k gold) {in house shipping 
available}

211
6" Eickholt 2008 Blue Iridescent Swirl and Orb Vase - Highlighting Robert Eickholt's vision and creative ability, the iridescent pattern of 
sky blue ground wth free form purple hued swirls and orbs invites the eye to examine the whole vase - flat rim and ovate body, 
signed Eickholt 2008 on base, business card inside - in house shipping available

212 7 Vintage Sterling Silver Rings - incl. mid century Modern by Burg, Art Deco marcasite, crushed turquoise & coral, turquoise (crack), & 
more - contents only {in house shipping available}

213 4 Hummel Stylized Bee Figurines - in House Shipping Available - Little Skier 59, Postman #119, Star Gazer #132 and Doctor #127 - in 
house shipping available

214 2 Pair of Sterling Silver Amy Kahn Russell Earrings - incl. amethyst drop & garnet - both clip ons {in house shipping available}
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215
5 Fenton Burmese and Rosalind Figurines - Burmese sitting elephant 2005 Museum Collection with COA, Burmese shoe with roses, 
Blue Burmese sitting pig with purple flowers and accents, Burmese/Rosalene satin sitting fawn and gloss finish Rosalene bear - in 
house shipping available 

216
Joan Rivers Jewelry - incl. 2 lorgnettes (rhinestone pave heart in orig. box & rhinestone enameled, both with magnifying glass), 
rhinestone bead on black leather necklace in orig. box & bag, & faux stone interchangeable clip on earrings plus 3 Nolan Miller 
charms (2 with orig. felt bags) {in house shipping available}

217 Antique Art Nouveau Heavy Sterling Silver Overlay Glass Liquor Wiskey Flask - twist lock hinged top with cork inside, marked sterling 
no maker mark.monogrammed AB, 6 1/2" X 3" X 1 1/8" {in house shipping available}

218
3 MS Grade Morgan Silver Dollars - 1881-S, 1882 and 1902-O - all coins have great eye appeal, UNC notations on back of cases - all 
grading notations on coin cards are the opinions of past owners - examine photos to make your own determination - in house 
shipping available

219

Ezra F. Bowman & Co Set Of 6 Chasing Tools - set of 6 chasing or engraving cutters patented on June 3rd1890 by EFB of Lancaster, 
Pennsylvania and assigned to Ezra F. Bowman, also of Lancaster. The set of six gravers offered here includes six different style cutting 
bits with their original handles. Each tool includes its own elegantly-turned dark-stained hardwood handle with a flat on one side to 
prevent rolling off the work bench, along with its own decorative metal ferrule to retain the bit in the handle. four of handles have a 
brass insert with a series of steps or teeth against which the rearward end of the bit seats, providing for easy adjustment of overall 
length and a secure mounting that can be pressed against the workpiece with no risk of the bit slipping in the handle, the other 2 do 
not have this feature because they are dble ended cutters.  The metal ferrules may be plated with silver or some other bright plating. 
They are stamped with an ornate leaf design and the lettering, "GUARANTEED / EZRA F. BOWMAN & CO. / LANCASTER, PA / PAT. 
MAR. 12, 1889."The set is boxed in a rigid case with a substrate that feels like wood, trimmed in a faux snakeskin covering. The lower 
section of the box, or tray, is lined in a blue velveteen with a slot to hold each graver, and the lid is lined with silver-colored satin. The 
hinges and latch function perfectly. outside of box has some scuffing. They are of very high quality and in little-used or unused 
condition. see photos

220 Key Date 1921-S Walking Liberty Half Dollar - only 548,000 original mintage - in house shipping available

221 3 Pcs White Carnival Glass - Northwood Heart and Flowers compote, Dugan Grape Delight rose bowl and Leaf Rays nappy - in house 
shipping only

222 1884-CC High Grade Morgan Silver Dollar - only 1,136,000 original mintage - great eye appeal, full cotton blossom, cheek scuffs - 
examine photos for details - in house shipping available

223 4 Hummel Stylized Bee Figurines - in House Shipping Available - Hear Ye Hear Ye 15/0, Little Gabriel 32/0, Joyful 53 and Chimney 
Sweep 12/0 - in house shipping available

224 2 PCGS MS66 Silver Washington Quarters - 1944-S & 1950-D - - in house shipping available

225 8" Jewel Accent Ormolu Dresser Jewelry Box - Lift out marroon velvet lined tray - in house shipping available

226 NGC PF 67 1954, PF67 Cameo 1962 & 1963 Silver Quarters - - in house shipping available

227

4 Walt Disney WDCC Porcelain Annual Members only and Membership Figurines MIB - 2 Membership Figurines (1993 "Cricket's the 
name, Jiminy Cricket" and 1994 Cheshire Cat "Twas Brillig...") and 2 Animator's Choice Members Only Sculptures (1993 Mickey Mouse 
"Brave Little Tailor" with Mickey Mouse Tales mini book and 1994 Donald Duck as Admiral Duck form Sea Scouts with SS Rear Admiral 
life preserver) - in house shipping available

228 NGC PF 68 Cameo 1954 Silver Quarter - - in house shipping available

229

Rare Imperial 1924 Free Hand Lily Pad & Vine Art Glass Bowl Vase FH 382 - Imperial Free Hand Line was the company's foray into the 
high society art glass world. Although the work was top notch, It was unable to compete in that field and only lasted a year. This bowl 
vase is an exquisite example of the blending of skill and design. Also known as Variegated Leaf and Vine, the light blue large open leaf 
and vining design on the light butterscotch ground glow from the strong orange gold iridescent luster of the interior. Durand, Quezal 
and other glassworks had their own versions of this treatment (Heart and Vine/ Leaf Vine, Clinging Hearts and Vine, etc), Imperial's 
Lily Pad had the largest, most interesting heart shaped leaf design. - in houses shipping available

230 NGC PF 69 1961 Silver Quarter - in house shipping available

231

K & R Star Miniature Porcelain Head Doll - Kammer and Reinhardt 6" doll with painted eye lashes and eyebrows with open mouth and 
teeth, porcelain feet with molded shoes (1 with toe chip) and arms, may not be original clothes, but of appropriate age - most of K & 
R's doll heads were made by Simon & Halbig - sits in her own green lounging chair - seen one similar listed as a walker doll, not sure if 
she is - in house shipping available

232
8 1881 RPD Three Cent Nickels - several variations of RPDs for this year - from estate of shield and three cent nickel coin variety 
enthusiast - all attributions and grades are his educated and researched opinions, examine photos for specific details - in house 
shipping available

233 12.5" Pairpoint Cobalt Glass Vase with Clear Controlled Bubble Orb Stem and #192 Grape Vine Etching - gracefully flared 6 ruffle rim, 
etched on foot and on body, minor shelf scratches to base - in house shipping available
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234

6 Shied Nickel -3 1867 (1 with unlisted RPD), 1868, 1870 and 1872 - 1867/1 RPD seen in the 1 XF/AU marked unattributed on front 
and S2-3048 on back of card, 1867 RPD with die break through the 1, 1867 DDO  very noticeable in right side leaves and in date XF
/AU, 1870, 1872 with script CMS stamped into center, 1868 with noticeable die breaks, and enlarged 1  - from estate of shield nickel 
coin variety enthusiast - all attributions and grades are his educated and researched opinions, examine photos for specific details - in 
house shipping available

235
Thai Nakon Bankok Thailand Sterling Silver Cigarette Case - With Original Presentation Box, Inscribed To 1st Lt, Bruce C, 
McLenman With Compliments Of The royal Thai Air Force (engraved signature) B. Chandrubeksa Air Chief Marshal, RTAF Commander 
In Chief 26 August, 1963.  5.165 ozt {in house shipping available}

236

2 1863 Civil War Store Tokens - S Pierce and Son and Oliver Boutewil Miller - S Pierce and Sons Dealers in Dry Goods Groceries & C. 
West Unity, O./Shield wrapped in Union Banner "One Country" (50 degree die rotation), and Oliver Boutweil-Miller-Troy N.Y. 
"Redeemed at my Office" with Noticeable doubling, especially at end of "Office" with repunched date and slight rotation of die - in 
house shipping available

237

Vintage Gucci Accessory Line Bag - micro monogram canvas with leather trim , interlocking G's front tag, Gucci Made In Italy with 
Knight Crest gold tag, serial No. 007 113 3294 underneath, & crest Knight tag attached to inside zipper pull - 5" tall x 7.5" wide x 3" 
deep (bag is very good condition overall, some mild scuffing on interior from use, guaranteed to be authentic Gucci) {in house 
shipping available}

238 3 PCGS PR68 Silver Quarters - 1956 1963 and 1964 - in house shipping available

239

Lot Of 12 Sterling Silver Serving Utensils & Salt/ Nut dishes - including  S. Kirk repousse berry spoon 7 1/2", Frank W. Smith Co. claw 
sugar tongs 4". Watson co. Rochambeau pattern olive spoon, 6 3/4", hand made citrus spoon 6 3/4" with gold wash bowl,  6 3/4" 
Wallace worlds fair Chicago spoon Columbus at Barcelona 1493, Watson Co. priscilla alden patern tomato server7 1
/4".  Gorham Imperial Chrysanthemum dinner fork 7 1/2" monogram R on front, Mountain House Mohonk Lake NY salt spoon, R. 
Blackinton & Co tea strainer 5 1/4", T. A. Kohn & Son 1 5/8" salt dish, Stieff  3 1/4" pin tray, and Mappin & Webb London 1920 sugar 
sifter. total sterling weight 12.775 ozt  {in house shipping available}

240 2 MS Grade 1896 Morgan Silver Dollars - all grading notations on coin cards are the opinions of past owners - examine photos to 
make your own determination - in house shipping available

241
Fenton Christmas Santa, Cardinal Bell and Snowman Figurine - 8" Santa wih green robe, holy accents and Naughty/ Nice list 2001, 4" 
smiling snowman figurine with green and red polka dot scarf and hat trim wit coralene accents (both with boxes) plus 1994 custard 
satin 6 1/2" Bell with cardinal and holly painting, gold coralene bands and accents - in house shipping available

242 1904 Waltham Openface 15 Jewel Silveroid Pocket Watch - Movement Serial Number: 13883930, size 18s, grade #81, run 
quantity 3000, Total Production:368,799, not working {in house shipping available}

243 Artisan Sterling Silver Feather Necklace with Labrodite - great detail 18" long (beautiful condition) {in house shipping available}

244 4 NGC DPL 2000-D Millennium Set Sacagawea Dollars -MS 64, 65, 66 and 67 - Great set of 4 coins showing subtle differences in each 
grade level from MS 64 to MS 67 - in house shipping available

245
Authentic Vintage Gucci Crossbody Bag - micro monogram canvas with leather, interlocking Gucci gold front tag, Gucci with Knight 
Crest Italy gold stamp, serial No. 001 261 0952 - 7" tall x 6" wide x 1.5" deep (bag is good condition overall, pen marks on interior 
from use, guaranteed to be authentic Gucci) {in house shipping available}

246
The Centennial Car Mini Ingot Collection - Set of 100 miniature ingots with car image on front and car log on verso 0 each ingot 
weights approx .05 oz for a total of approx 5 oz sterling. Comes with display case (no books or brass plate present) - in house shipping 
available

247
4 Large Hummel and Goebel Figurines with Original Boxes - Hummel 6" tall 2004 First Issue Winter Days 2072, two 8" tall white gloss 
glaze with painted eyes and lips Goose Girl "Expressions of Youth" series 47/ II and 7.5" Goebel 2006 North American Exclusive 44 
073  red dress angel ringing devotional bell with tree - all original boxes with ony minor wear marks - in house shipping available

248 4 PCGS MS 65 Silver Washington Quarters - 1952-S, 2 1961 and 1962 - - in house shipping available

249

Lot Of Collectible Silver Tablewares & Sterling Handle - including - 1902 Lion and Sword silver coin 5000 Dinars (5 Kran)  set into a 840 
silver 3 1/4" bowl, Denmark Sterling Handle Carving Set by W & S Soerensen, 1 Sheffield England bread knife sterling handle, set of 
3pcs of Norway Theodor Olsen knife and 2 forks 90gr, 2 bullion spoons 830 silver, sugar shovel .90 silver,  and Norge spoon 830 silver 
all one money {in house shiipping available}

250 Scarce Date 1925-S US Silver Peace Dollar - Only 1,610,000 original mintage- in house shipping available

251 Authentic Men's Black Leather Versace Collection Belt in Box - size 48 (120/135) - never worn #408 298 761 941 {in house shipping 
available}

252 3 Morgan Silver Dollars - 1878-S, 1889 & 1901 - all grading notations on coin cards are the opinions of past owners - examine photos 
to make your own determination - in house shipping available

253 Chico Leather & Beaded Belts / Necklaces - adjustable leather belt with 5 beaded strands that double as necklaces incl. amethyst & 
other natural stones - adjusts from 29" - 39" (in great condition) {in house shipping available}

254 3 PCGS MS66 Silver Washington Quarters - 1955, 1957 and 1958 - - in house shipping available

255 Alvin Sterling Silver 6" Reproduction Revere Bowl - Alvin S261, 6" across x 3" tall (6.78 ozt) some light surface scratches from use {in 
house shipping available}
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256
Sterling Silver Jewelry with Diamonds & Gold - 14k gold & sterling hoop earrings, 18k gold & sterling open ring, Heng Ngai black 
diamond turtle pendant necklace, black diamond butterfly pendant necklace, Lavaggi "Angel of Reconciliation" necklace with 
matching earrings, & mesh ring with diamonds {in house shipping available}

257
Lot Of Sterling Silver Mounted Ladies Dresser Items - 4 pc set of International Sliver Co. mirror ,comb, brush & buffer monogram "C", 
2 pc set mirror & brush Alvin Sterling monogram "LMC", shoe horn and button hook unknown maker, International hand hammered 
cloths brush monogram "IMR", and Webster Sterling Co. small clothes brush  no monogram {in house shipping available}

258 3 NGC PF 68 Silver Quarters - 1954, 1955 and 1956 - - in house shipping available

259

Eickholt, Prince, Carnival Glass, and Crystal Paperweights - 4 1/2" Robert Eickholt disc form with 3 flower bud form orbs within 
variegated blue center encased in clear glass shell (base and back ground to sit upright or flat and signed Eickholt 2003 on base,  3" 
round Walter Prince 2001 with red and blue radiating spiral crescents, 4" amethyst carnival Native American Indian Chief bust 
inspired by Art Deco car mascots and 3" crystal with slant front window etched flag - in house shipping avialable

260
Sterling Silver & Gold Filled Jewelry Lot - incl. Marvel pendant w/ matching screw back earring set, baby ID bracelet with enamel 
flowers, screw back & clip earrings, heart pendant necklace, & more - we do our best to ensure jewelry is not broken or missing 
stones but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

261

13 Sterling Silver Tea Spoons, 1 Bouillon Spoon & 1 Ice Tea - 1 Bouillon Spoon Stieff  "Corsage", Teaspoons 2-Gorham "Lancaster", 1-
Whiting Co. "New Empire", 1- Gorham "Lily", 1-tea spoon Wallace "Violet", 2-Whiting " Violet", 1-Lunt "Monticello", 1-Webster 
pierced hanle, 1-Watson "floral wild rose", 1-Gorham "Wyndham", 1H-E in shield with ax, 1-Gorham "Poppy", and 1-Watson "pine 
cone". {in house shipping available} 10.470 ozt

262
Sterling Silver Jewelry Lot - incl. beaded chain, rhinestone horseshoe, opal pendant, locket, & shell necklaces, beaded 12k gold filled 
necklace, earrings, sea turtle anklet, bracelet, & more - we do our best to ensure that the jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but 
this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

263

Tray Lot Of Streling Silver Table wares - Pair of candle sticks by Harris & Shafer Co 4 5/8 ", Lenox Salt with sterling cage and spoon by 
Watrous Mfg Co., Webster sugar tongs, Margrove sugar tongs, Gorham "Buttercup" dinner fork 6 6/8", Wallace "Saxon" dinner fork 
7", PatJane Childs spoon and fork, Webster Childs spoon and fork. 2-D-A Coffee spoons 1 830 ,1-925 same pattern, Simpson, Hall, 
Miller & Co. International "Cameo" butter knife & salad fork, , Simpson, Hall, Miller & Co. International Childs fork "Pralude", 
unmarked flat butter knife, and sterling pill box {in house shipping available}

264
Cinnabar Jewelry & Snuff Bottle - vintage 3 1/2" snuff bottle (small chip on rim and missing one applied stone leaf), 24" cinnabar hand 
knotted beaded necklace, & pierced dangle earrings, plus carved brown jade pendant on 18" long 12k gold filled chain {in house 
shipping available}

265 9 Vintage Ship Related Framed Prints - incl. sail plan of the US Frigate Constitution, etc.  [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party 
shipping]

266 3 NGC PF 68 Cameo Silver Quarters - 1956, 1962 and 1963 - - in house shipping available

267 3 Asian Porcelain Art Scenic Tile Art in Wood Frames - 9"x13" plaques of figures with calligraphy poems and marks in upper left hand 
corner - 20"x14.5" wide wood frame - in house shipping available

268
The Franklin Mint Collection of Antique Car Coins Series 1 First Edition Proof Set Sterling Silver - 25 sterling silver car coins in display 
book with exterior box, in house shipping available, 1968 - each medallion is approx .25 oz, total 6.25 troy oz sterling (in house 
shipping available

269 Pencil Signed Framed Edna Hibel Stone Lithograph - IV 38/66 ed.331 frame size: 28.5"x24.25" sight: 18"x15" {Local up or buyer 
arranges third party shipping}

270
Tray Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. art glass pendant signed necklace, diamond heart pendant, Jondell heart pendant, medal, turquoise 
with sterling beaded necklace, rings, pins, & more - we do our best to ensure the jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but this is no 
guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

271
1000 Dollar Confederate Bond Note Sheet Almost Complete - "Confederate States of America Loan Authorized by Section 6 of Act of 
Congress Feb.17th 1864" Second Series #6968, all with 59 of 60 coupons (1 redeemed, one other cut but present) - in thick plastic 
sleeving - (in house shipping available, oversize will not roll)

272
Sterling Silver & Gold Filled Jewelry Lot - incl. art glass pendant with matching earrings, semi-precious stone pendant necklaces, Siam 
clip on earrings, marcasite and other rings, charms, & more - we do our best to ensure that the jewelry is not broken or missing 
pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

273 Pair of 1968 Syroco Brutalist Wall Candle Sconces - composite - 12" tall x 7.5" wide x 4" deep (good condition) {in house shipping 
available}

274 Authentic Gold From SS Central America "Ship of Gold" 1857 - in orig. box with COA #4942 (1.5 grams) {in house shipping available}

275
100 Dollar Complete Confederate Bond Sheet - "Confederate States of America Loan Authorized by Act of Congress CSA February 20 
1863","This 2nd Day of March 1863" full signatures #20056 - all coupons present, all hand numbered and signed - some edge wear to 
certificate, in plastic sleeve -(in house shipping available, will not roll)

276
Boxed Set of 2 2017 PM Falklands Silver Crown Britannia - No Motto PF70/ Ultra Cameo - - one marked "First Releases PF70 Ultra 
Cameo", second "Reverse PF-First Releases PF 70" with satin mat background in original lined display case - in house shipping 
available

277 4 ft. Hand Made Snow Shoes - "Rebaf Made in Canada by Faber, Loretteville Que." pair, leather straps worn but complete - extra 
shipping cost for oversize package and box construction
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278 4 NGC PF 68 1961, PF 67 W 1954, PF 66 1952 and 1957 Silver Quarters - - in house shipping available

279
Lot Of 6 Ertl 1/18 Scale Die Cast Cars 1 - EuropeanClasics & 5 - Muscle Cars With Presentation Boxes - American Muscle 1- 1969 
Plymouth Road Runner Yellow, 1-1969 Camaro SS396 red & white, 1-Shelby Cobra 427 S/C black, 1-1970 Chevelle SS454 LS6 Yellow, 1-
1969 Charger Daytona red & white, and 1- European Clasics 1956 Austin-Healey 100Six. one money {in house shipping available}

280

5 Shield Nickel Die Error Varieties of Varied Dates - 1866 DDO F-23 with Tays and Soft Obverse Strike Scarce!, 1867 NR RPD F-45, 1867
/1867 Major RPD FS-002.3 F-22 VF/XF, 1868/ Rev '67 DDO Unlisted VF/XF, and 1872 DDO F-111 F/VF - from estate of shield nickel 
coin variety enthusiast - all attributions and grades are his educated and researched opinions, examine photos for specific details - in 
house shipping available

281

Case Lot of Designer Fashion Jewelry - incl. Lilly Pulitzer - Vero bauble bracelet, enamel knot bangle bracelets, tassel earrings, & gold 
tone tassel necklace, Kate Spade eye glass bracelet with matching ring, love knot, & enameled bangle, Henri Bendel bracelet with 2 
matching rings, Bourbon & Bowties glass beaded bracelets, Tory Burch rings, Kendra Scott bracelet, mother of pearl bracelet, & more 
(we do our best to ensure all jewelry is not broken or missing stones but this no guarantee){in house shipping available}

282

4 Shield Nickel Error Die Varieties 1866-1869 - 1866/1866 with Rays RPD VF (Unl),1867 RPD F-34 MS 63, 1868/1 Rev '67 RPD AU 
(Unattributed mark on front and New S1-3050 on back of card), and 1869/68 RPD (new S5-3012 on back ofcard) XF/AU - from estate 
of shield nickel coin variety enthusiast - all attributions and grades are his educated and researched opinions, examine photos for 
specific details - in house shipping available

283

Tray Lot Of Vintage Tools - including---J H Williams & co. H-50 female 3/4 inch drive Push through ratchet, oak drafting square, Miter-
Master, Stanley sweetheart plane, Fulton plane, Stanley sweetheart # 220 plane, Millers Falls Plane, wood handle ax, impact driver, 
Yankee  # 30 push drill, drill brace, Yankee # 41 push drill,
# 22W Wiss shears, Keuffel & Esser Boss 50 Wyteface tape measure, Kongsburg Norway strap cutter,  iron bar clamp, bike kick stand 
by Wald USA, and Ammunition primer hand reloading tool.  [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

284

5 Three Cent Nickel Die Variety Coins - 1865 RPD-003 FS-304 with Recut 1865/865 and Die Breaks XF (Full Columns), two 1869/1869 
RPD-001 FA-302 (1 marked VF+, 1 marked Full Columns), 1881/88 RPD-003 AU/BU Luster with 100% Column Lines. and 1881 DDO 
with noticeable doubling at end of America and Full column lines - from estate of three cent nickel coin variety enthusiast - all 
attributions and grades are his educated and researched opinions, examine photos for specific details - in house shipping available

285
Tray Lot of Christmas Barbies and Hallmark Barbie Ornaments - 2 Radio City Christmas Spectacular Rockettes in LE Green Holly outfit 
Barbies, Happy Holidays Barbie with poinsettia dress  plus 16 figural ornaments, Stocking Holder and round picture ornament , all MIB 
- in house shipping available

286 4 PCGS 1963 Proof Silver Washington Quarters - PR67CAM, PR68CAM, and 2 PR69 - Super high grade quarters with superb eye appeal 
- in house shipping available

287
Early 1900s Frank Schwarzer Zither Harp - Similar string arrangement to an auto harp, but without the cord bars and an additional 5 
string fretboard - solid construction with no breaks, feet have sharp points to stabilize when playing - needs a good cleaning, 1 string 
to replace - in house shipping available

288 Key Date 1934 US Silver Peace Dollar - Only 954,057 original mintage- in house shipping available

289 Steiff "Jewels" 2007 Peach Mohair 10" Teddy Bear with 2007 Swarovski Heart Ornament MIB, Pristine! - never taken out of box, no 
label or tag ever affixed to actual bear's box as it was mailed directly, original shipping box included - in house sipping available

290 4 1865 Three Cent Nickels (First Year of Issue) - - from estate of shield nickel coin variety enthusiast, all attributions and grade 
notations on cards are his educated and researched opinions, examine photos for specific details - in house priority shipping available

291

50 Vintage Rock and Roll, Psychedelic, Soul, R&B, Comedy and Other Vintage Vinyl Record Albums - Lou Reed Live, Elton John 
Greatest Hits, 1968 Cheap Thrills Big Brother and The Holding Company with cover art by underground comic artist R Crumb, Poco, 
Billy Joel Songs in The Attic, Vanilla Fudge, LSP-3766 Surrealistic Pillow, The Beatles "Let it Be", "Magical Mystery Tour" and "Abbey 
Road", John Mayall The Turning Point, Flip Wilson Cowboys and Colored People, Songs of Leonard Cohen, Richie Havens Mixed Bag, 
Neil Young "After The Gold Rush", "Tonight's the Night", "Comes A time" amd "Decadse", Stevie Wonder for Once in My Life, Isaac 
Hayes Hot Buttered Soul, 1967 The Crazy World of Arthur Brown, 1972 Good God, Uriah Heep Demons and Wizards, Neil Diamond 
Tap Root Manuscript, The Jimi Hendrix Experience are you experienced and unmarked cover 2 disc unofficial release limited edition 
"Jimi Hendrix and the Experience Live at the Forum LA April 25, 1970 Munia Records, Crosby Stills and Nash, The Doobie Brothers, 
Sade Diamond Life, 1986 Janet Jackson Control, The Stills-Young Band Long May You Run, Dire Straits Brothers in Arms, 1969 PAS 
71027 London Savoy Brown Blue Matter, Bob Dylan Slow Train Coming, Eric Burdon and War The Black-Man's Burdon, David Bowie 
Diamond Dogs, 1969 Santana, Santana "Moonflower","Inner Secrets" and 1974 "Greatest Hits", Bonnie Raitt Streetlights, Joy to the 
World Three Dog Night Their Greatest Hits, You Don't Mess Around with Jim Jim Croce, Cheech & Chong Let's Make a Dope Deal, The 
Ventures "Surfing" and "Runnin' Strong", Melissa -Melissa Manchester, Johnny Otis Show Live at Monterey, Johnny Mathis Tender is 
the Night, Simon & Garfunkel Bridge over Troubled Waters(no cover) - in house shipping available

292 14 Sterling Silver Rings - incl. marcasite & semi-precious stones - contents only {in house shipping available}

293

Collection of 23 Distillery Advertising Pens Incl. Many 12k Gold Filled - Waterman Paris Bombay Sapphire in box, Quill Canadian Club 
Classic, Cross Bacardi Rum in box & 2 chrome (1 with box), Cross Dewar's new in box, Cross Century (no box), Cross Maker's Mark (in 
box), Bradley Calvert Academy of Champions, Sheafer's Gordon's Gin Playboy, Parker sterling silver, The rest are 12k gold filled (4 SIV 
Maker's Marks (2 in boxes), 2 American Distilling Co. (1 w/ box), Martini & Rossi, Moosehead, Drambuie, & 2 plain {in house shipping 
available}
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294

Lot Of 13 Vintage Gold Filled / Plated Wrist Watches - 6 Mens--- 1-Hamilton Electric # 500 Wrist Watch no battery1-Alvin 17j ss back, 
gold filled bezel, Shriro swiss movement  and Bretton flex bracelet as is, 1- Bulova self winding with Bretton gold filled bracelet as 
is,  1-Greun 17j precision curvex  gold plated with alagator strap working,  1-Gruen veri thin 10k gold filled leather strap as is, 1- 17j 
Longines 10k gold filled no strap, working and    7 Ladies--- 1- 17j Tissot & Fils gold filled bezel  / ss back rope and clasp band working, 
1-17j Benrus 10k gold filled with spidel band as is, 1-17j Bulova 10k gold filled and diamond bezel and ss back, gold filled bracelet , 1-
Lady Elgin 14k gold filled, with gold filled bracelet, as is, 1-17j Bulova rolled gold plate, leather strap, working, 1-17j  Bulova 10k gold 
filled and diamond with Genex bracelet, working, and 1-15j  Elgin pendent watch illinois case 25 yrs working all sold as is no 
guarantee  {in house shipping Available}

295 Lenox Quoizel Hanging Glass Shade Light Fixture - brass finish fixture 20" diameter x 25" long from ceiling (in great condition) {in 
house shipping available}

296
3 Antique Sterling Silver Holders - Watrous Mfg. Co change purse marked "990 Pat. Re. Nov. 29, 1904 - 2.5"x1.75"  monogrammed H 
(no chain, slight dent on back), match vesta by Whiting monogrammed SL, & William B. Kerr hand hammered purse stamped "5179 
HMD" - 3"x2.5" monogrammed J (mild dents on back   (4.0 troy oz.) {in house shipping available}

297 Black Pottery Lamp Base with Flamingo Fringe Shade - 26" tall [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

298
Collection of Native American Sterling Silver Top Conchas & Button Tops - 6 each of traditional oval & Zuni bear conchas (12 total), 6 
ea. of two different styles of Zuni bear, bear foot print, 7 traditional oval, & 2 Kokopelli  (27 total) (all tops are guaranteed sterling 
although most are not marked) {in house shipping available}

299

Collection of Audio Equipment incl Nakamichi LX3 2 Head Cassette Deck - (Nakamichi LX3 2 Head Cassette Deck has been recently 
cleaned and belt repaired, invoice included), ADS Wall Speakers, Russound/FMP Inc TMS2 Multi instrument input Monitor, Sony CDP-
491 High Density Linear Converter Compac Disc Player, Yamaha TX-480 Tuner AM?FM Stereo Natural Sound, and Philips FT565 Digital 
Synthesized Stereo Tuner - all working {in house shipping available}

300 NGC PF 64 2004 Silver American Eagle - Graded and slabbed .999 Silver 1 troy oz coin - in house shipping available

301

Tray Lot Of Antique Kitchen Collectibles - Clark Heater No. 2 foot warmer used in cars 1930, wood butter pat mold with wheat sheath 
motif, No. 273 Griswold cast iron crispy corn stick pan #930, wood rolling pin, early electri iron, ceramic gin bottle, rooster decorated 
wall hung knife holder, 2 tin pudding molds, tole ware hand painted tray, Rumford baking powder biscuit cutter, 11 varied cast iron 
trivets, clip on Forbes Patent Acme Club ice skates (Halifax Nova Scoria) and more - in house shipping available

302 3 PCGS MS 66 Silver Washington Quarters - 1947-S, 1956 and 1958 - - in house shipping available

303
Hand Hammered Hugo Bohm Oval German 800 Silver Arts and Crafts Bowl - 12" long x 7" wide x 2" tall - flattened rim, flared sides in 
pleasing ovate construction, subtle hand hammered finish, classic German crown and moon 800 mark with  Hugo Bohm of Schwabish 
Gmund ear of wheat moniker early 1900's (8.45 ozt) {in house shipping available}

304 2004 & 2005 American Silver Eagles in Cases and Boxes - .999 silver 1 oz troy silver mint coins in velveteen United States Mint cases 
and boxes, West Point Mint - in house shipping available

305
Tray of Vintage Compacts & Solid Perfumes - incl. Estee Lauder solid perfume necklace & compact, angel compact, lipstick pink 
ribbon, Leo black enameled, 2 Elgin American, Coty, Volupte, Flato, & more - contents only (see photos for condition) {in house 
shipping available}

306

6 1863 Washington Portrait Civil War Store Card Tokens - Varied designs and backs - Washington large undraped bust facing right 
with 13 stars/ shield and flags in laurel wreath H1/340 45 degree rotated die (R 3), small bust facing right with 13 stars/ 1"Wilson's 
Medal" in laurel wreath, undraped bust with oak leaves and 13 star surround, shield in 6 point star within laurel wreath, and 3 
undraped bust in front of crossed flags below 13 stars with varied reverse (Peace Forever shaking hands within oak leaes, and 2with 
noticeable front cuds and "Exchange" within oak leaves Reverse) - in house shipping available

307
53Pcs. Wedgwood Cream/White Queensware China w/ Shell Edge - incl. 12 - 8" rimmed bowls, 2 - 10" oval veggie bowls, & 10" 
pedestal round serving bowl, 11 - 6 1/2" & 7-  8 1/4" plates, cream, sugar, 5 coffee cups & 10 saucers, & more [local pickup or buyer 
arranges 3rd party shipping]

308

Lot of Natural Stone & Shell Sterling Silver Jewelry - shell cabochon cuff bracelet, Barse purple turquoise composite bracelet, 
amethyst & lavender jade bracelet, mahjong tile pendant art glass beaded necklace by Ju-Ju NYC, 2" polished stone surrounded with 
semi-precious stones pendant on 19" chain, shell & rutilated quartz pendants set in sterling, & more - contents only {in house 
shipping available}

309 Orig. Oil Painting by Cora Miller Williams - oil on canvas 20th century American artist of Wesley Lowe House frame size: 31.5"x37.5" {}

310 CWS Canadian Large Cents 1858-1920 Slip E-Z Album Complete Date Runs - Complete dates 1858-1920 - includes 3 of 4 basic varieties 
of 1859, 1891 lg and sm dates, 1892 and 1892 Obverse 2 with die break in D of Dei - 26 coins, in house shipping available

311
Lot of Vintage Rosary's & Medals - incl. crystal, mother of pearl, wood, & glass beaded rosary's, various medals, enameled pins, & 
more - we do our best to ensure jewelry is not broken or missing stones but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping 
available}

312 Whitman Liberty Head Nickel Album No 9007 Complete except for 1885, 1886 and 1912-S - 30 coins, in house shipping available

313
Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. vintage Italian Dyadema rose tone bracelet with matching pierced earrings, artisan hematite pendant 
necklace, vintage charm bracelet with all sterling charm, 4 leaf clover pendant necklace, rings, earrings & more - we do our best to 
ensure that the jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

314 5 PCGS MS68 200-D Millennium Set Sacagawea Dollars - - in house shipping available
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315

Tray of Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. fresh water pearl necklace, Bradford Gold Exchange "Granddaughter I Love You to the Moon and 
Back" pendant necklace with diamonds,  "Friends, Spirit, Faith" charm necklace, Vendome, hoop, & dangle earrings, Krementz 
gemstone bracelet, toe rings & fairy ear cuff & more - we do our best to ensure that the jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but 
this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

316 5 PCGS MS65 1965 JF Kennedy 40% Silver Half Dollars - - in house shipping available

317
Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. cross, "Dear Daughter", Surf Sand Sea in orig. packageing, & other pendant necklaces, heart charm link 
bracelet, earrings, rings, & more - we do our best to ensure that the jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - 
contents only {in house shipping available}

318
4 NGC Commemorative Silver Half Dollars -MS 69 Ultra Cameo 1995-P & 1995-S, MS 69 1991-D & 2003-P - 1995-S Olympics 
Basketball and 1995-P 1991-1995 WWII in Ultra Cameo, 1991-D Mount Rushmore & 2003-P First Flight - Super high grade coins with 
great eye appeal! - in house shipping available

319
12 Pcs Heisey Custard Glass - 6 ps Punty Band (5 tumblers with hand painted Roses and mini pitcher), Ring Band sugar (no lid) and 2 
rose painted tumblers, Square in Diamond Point cream and sugar and Winged Scroll tumbler and salt shaker - in house shipping 
available

320
14 Early Years Walking Liberty Silver Half Dollars incl Key and Scarce Dates - several low mintage and obverse mint marks - 5 1916-D 
(1,014,400) 1917 (12,292,000), 1917-S Obverse mark (952,000), 3 1917-D Obverse Mark (765,400), 1918-D (3,853,000), 1919 
(962,000), 1919-D (1,165,000) and 1921-S (548,000)  - in house shipping available

321 Millersburg Marigold Carnival Swirl Hobnail and Wreathed Blackberry Bowls - 5" Swirl Carnival rose bowl with deep iridescence and 
8" 6 ruffle rim Wreathed Blackberry sauce/ berry bowl (light color on clear with shiny finish) - in house shipping available

322

7 1868/Rev 68 Shield Nickel Die Error Variations FS-901-906 - all 6 major varieties of 1968/Rev 68 Shield Nickels - FS-901 AU with one 
broken letter, FS-902 VF+ with 2 Boken Letters, FS-903 XF with 3 broken letters, FS-904 with 4 broken letters, FS-905 no broken 
letters, FS-905.5 VG steptail and FS-906 AU "V Scarce Steptail Var" - from estate of shield and three cent nickel coin variety enthusiast 
- all attributions and grades are his educated and researched opinions, examine photos for specific details - in house shipping available

324 Canada Uni Safe 5 Cent Complete1922-2003 album and 50 Cent album Complete 1968-2002 - most coins, especially later years 
appear to be high/ MS grades. Nickel book includes key dates 1925 & 1926

325 Antique "The Smasher" Glass Hatched Flask - "Your Loving Friend" Pat. Pend. - 6.5" long x 3.5" wide {in house shipping available}

326 7 PCGS PR69CAM San Francisco Minht Silver Washington Quarters - 1976, 1992-1997 - Stunning Cameo finish proof coins in near 
perfect grading - 1976-S, 1992-S, 1993-S, 1994-S, 1995-S, 1996-S and 1997-S - in house shipping available

327
16" Baule/Guro Ivory Coast Red Face Ceremonial Mask with Bird Guardian - natural red pigment face with stylized scarification 
adornments, realistic carved black hair with spirit guardian bird perched on top. Some wear to paint, rich patina from use, back panel 
with places to mount fiber accents (bird has been reattached) - in house shipping available

328

2 Boxed Sets of The Franklin Mint Presidential Min- Coin Set First Edition Sterling Silver - Both sets complete in original sealed folding 
coin packs of 36 10mm coin rounds with info heading (1 set divided into 2 pieces) with viewing loupes in 6"x4.5"x1.5" display boxes, 
plus 1 each additional Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter mini-coins - in house shipping available - each coin is approx 1 gram for a total of 
approx 74 grams sterling weight

329

2 Punu Okuyi Galen Hand Carved and Painted Masks - The Punu and Lumbo of the Gabonese Republic are matrilineal cultures. The 
female ancestors are venerated and the "first" female ancestor ("mukaukila") is honored through these Okuyi "white masks" of the 
mwiri male initiation society. Embodying the spirit of a deceased young maiden in the spirit realm, these masks are believed to 
harness the powers of female ancestors. They are worn and danced in communal rites such as funerals, youth initiations, and births. 
Okuyi masks are also worn by stilt performers (up to three meters high) from the mwiri society during ritual ceremonies to request 
spiritual intervention in the hunt for malicious sorcerers and witches. The masks capture the likeness of the most beautiful woman in 
the village. They are white face, have high ample hairstyles with full carved black braids, diamond scarification on forehead and 
temples of "natural" dimension face with ample crested headdress, also called in different regions ocuya, ukuyi, mokoi, ikwara, 
okokwe, mukudj, mukuyi and mbwanda - both show natural wear from use, minor worm wood and white kaolin loss to face -12" 
mask has crack in hair but sturdy construction, 8" has several old age cracks to rim of mask - in house shipping available

330
The Franklin Mint Collection of Antique Car Coins Series 2 First Edition Proof Set Sterling Silver - 25 sterling silver car coins in display 
book with exterior box, in house shipping available, 1969 - each medallion is approx .25 oz, total 6.25 troy oz sterling (in house 
shipping available

331
Blue and White Animal Boxes and Eye Wash Cups - blue duck, blue and white dog and lamb on baskets and white fish on boat boxes 
(tiny rim chip to fish boat and lamb basket bases) and 10 blue, clear and milk glass eye wash cups (Wyeth, Optrex Safe- Guards Sight 
and Sanitary Eye Bath marks) - in house shipping available

332
The Franklin Mint Collection of Antique Car Coins Series 3 First Edition Proof Set Sterling Silver - 25 sterling silver car coins in display 
book with exterior box, in house shipping available, 1970 - each medallion is approx .25 oz, total 6.25 troy oz sterling (in house 
shipping available

333 3 Miniature Still Life's by John Lewis Egenstafer - Pennsylvania (B. 1943) all oil on masonite 1968 - 7'x5" yellow flowers in vase, 1968 - 
7"x5" pink flowers in vase with miniature landscape on wall, 1968 - & 5.5"x4.5" oval flowers {in house shipping available}

334 1948 Hard Cover First Edition Jack Bilbo Biography Book - 465 pages incl. colour plates of paintings, dust jacket and sleeve (both as is) 
some foxing on pages - {in house shipping available}

335 Pair of Mid Century Miniature Lee Reynolds, Vanguard Studios Inc. 1967 Paintings - horse & buggy in the city - 10" square on 
stretched canvas, signed LR {in house shipping available}
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336

50 Vintage Johnny Mathis, Soundtrack, Classical, Funk/ Soul, Blues, and Other Vinyl Record Albums - Skins! Bongo Party with Les 
Baxter, Pete Rugolo Percussion at Work, Linda Perhacs Parallelograms 1970, Andre Kostelanetz For All We Know (Radio Service 
Promo Album), Inside Betty Carter, Bing Crosby Merry Christmas, In a Moment- The Intrigues, John Fitzgerald Kennedy A Memorial 
Album, Come Together Ike & Tina Turner and the Ikettes, Zonk records Sainte Anthony's Fyre, Isaac Hays Shaft music soundtrack, 
Marvin Gaye Live, Nat "King" Cole Just one of those Things, Great Movie Themes The Norman Luboff Choir, Roberta Flack Chapter 
Two, Dr. Buzzard's Original Savannah Band, Vern Gosdin Till The End, The Butterfield Blues Band Live, 10 Johnny Mathis Albums ("Live 
it Up!", "Open Fire, Two Guitars", "Johnny", "Good Night, Dear Lord", "Johnny's Greatest Hits", "Merry Christmas, "Romantically", 
"the rhythms and ballads of broadway", "Johnny's Newest Hits" and "Sounds of Christmas"), The English Country Dancing Master, 
Paul Williams A little Bit Of Love, Rod Stewart Every Picture Tells a Story, Barry White "Stone Gon'" and "Can't Get Enough", Sinatra A 
Man and His Music, Fibber McGee & Molly original Radio Broadcast Nostalgia Lane, Redbone Potlatch, Soundtracks ("Twins", "Zorba 
The Greek", "The Good, The Bad and The Ugly", "Mary Martin The Sound of Music, "Beneath The Planet of the Apes", Bill Murray 
Scrooged", James Bond "Live and Let Die, "Doctor Zhivago", 12" singles "Feel So Good" by Perri and "Fight The Power" by Public 
Enemy  Extended Version music from Do The Right Thing), Classical Tchaikovsky 1812 Overture Romeo & Juliet, Bach Live at Fillmore 
East Virgil Fox heavy Organ, Deutsche Grammophon Nicanor Zabaleta Harfe - Ravel Debussy Handel Albrechstsberger, Ferranate & 
Teicher 10th Anniversary Golden Piano Hits, Stravinsky conducts Stravinsky Petroushka - in house shipping available

337 Pair of 1930's Glass Mantle Lights with Crystals - 19" tall (need to be rewired) {in house shipping available}

338 Oak Globe-Wernicke Co. 5 Stack Lawyers Bookcase - 74.5" tall x 34" wide x 11" deep (in good condition )[local pickup or buyer 
arranges 3rd party shipping] 

339 Dome Top Glass Door Ebonized China Cabinet - raised on ball & claw feet, 2 bottom doors for storage and 3 shelves behind glass 
doors - 78" tall x 48" wide x 17" deep {Local pick up only}

340 Bow Front China Cabinet With Lion Head Columns & Paw Feet - 64"×42"×17.5" - wood shelves, brown shellac over finish, minor 
roughage to edges of paw feet.- all glass is in good condition. - local pickup only or you arrange for third party shipping

341 Vintage Liquor Decanters - incl. 4 unopened Rynbende Distillery hand blown glass animals (no labels), Jim Beam VW Bug (unopened), 
& 935 Turbo Porsche (unopened) {Local pick up only}

342 2 Waterford Crystal Lamps - 18" Lismore round lamp with orig. Waterford shade & 21" Ilana pattern, no mark found (both in good 
condition) {local pick up or third party shipping only}

343 Table Lamp with Flamingo Fringe Shade - 30" tall [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

344 Antique Oak 3-Stack Lawyer's Bookcase - by Hale's International - 46" tall x 34" wide x 11.5" deep {Local pick up or buyer arranges 
third party pick up}

345
Gorgeous Full Length Mink Coat with Fox Fur Collar - by Evans Collection with hook and eye closures down front, side slit pockets, & 
inside tie belt - size: XL (chest: 22", length: 48", shoulder across back: 16", sleeve from seam: 25") (fur is in beautiful condition) {in 
house shipping available}

346

4 Shelves of Mesa and Other Hand Painted Decorative, Fun Figural Serving China, Cookie Jar and More - Limited Edition Keebler Tree 
cookie jar, Mesa hand painted pumpkin and apple orchard pie plates, apple covered pie storage dish, 4 tea for 1 tapot/ cup and liner 
sets (2 snowman, cherub and flower), 8 unmarked waffle cone form parfait glasses in 4 colors of interiors, Lindsay Jordan cranberry 
and sage green woven ceramic bread baskets (with boxes), 8 Clay Art flower form bowl plates, cupcale jar and 4 cupcake form dessert 
plates, metal soft boiled egg set for 4, pasta bowl, candlesticks, face mugs Fiesta shaker and more - Local Pick Up Only or you arrange 
third party shipping

347
Brown & Sharpe #621 Surface/Tool Indicator Base 3 1/8 x 2 7/16 Spindle & Scribes and OtherTools - Wood Brass & Copper antique 
scribe, Millers Falls Co, Rosewood Handle Multi Tool with screw of cap storage, antique wood and brass sliding T square W. 
Renaud, Gemline Fan Blade And Blower Wheel Puller, and Hanson Texas Cotton 160 Lbs Scale Model 8916 Made in Chicago, IL

348

9 Pcs Fenton Glass Tablewares - 1-Satin Lime Custard 4 in. tall x 5 in. wide hand painted compote by Darlene Mageehan,UV Glow 1- 3 
1/4" X 5 1/4" wide Satin Lime Custard Open Lace Ruffled Basket Bowl, UV glow, pair of 4" X 4 3/4" wide Hand Painted Cameo Satin 
Glass Rose Bowl Vase,1- 7 1/4" signed Hand Painted Cameo Satin Glass Vase, 1- opalecancen shoe, 1- vaseline glass green hobnail 
mini sugar, and1-Fenton Blue Satin Swan Painted. Signed one money {in house shipping available}

349 Vintage Tin Utensils, Cookie Cutters, Kitchen Canisters, & More - 4 pc flower decorated blue kitchen canister set, tray full of old 
cookie cutters, egg beaters, grinder, sieves, corkscrew, nutmeg grinder, and more - in house shipping available

350 3 Disney Character Dolls and 7 Snow Globes on Vintage Collie Scene Tray - Malificent, Evil Queen (Snow White), and Mother Gother, 
snow globes of Mickey with Wand, Uncle Scrooge, Daisy Duck, Jiminy Cricket, Mini Mouse, Dwark and more - Local Pick Up Only

351

3 Tier Bookshelf full of Candles and Candle Holders - 8 Sears Home Lite Orange (square) beaded hurricane votive lights in boxes, 3 
related cylinder tall votives with hand painted palm treas, 5 fancy globe candles with metallic accents,2 pillar candles, 6 pillar candle 
stands, Gingerbread house scent lamp with  6 rolls of "Melties" scent candles, 2 glitter pillar candles, and 3 scented half pillar candles 
with boxes, 10 canning jar soy candles in baking scents, marmalade style jar candles (cinnamon, cozy home and butter rum), granite 
ware cup candle, 5 votives 3 cupcake porcelain candle boxes, and more - contents only {in house shipping available}

352 12 Annual Rich's The Great Tree Crystal Ornaments 1989-2000 Consecutive Years with Boxes - includes 1997 Golden Anniversary and 
1999 Millennium editions plus 2003 (no box), each in original box (30% lead crystal) - in house shipping available

353
Duncan and Miller Duck, Flying Mallard and Other Smoke and Desk Items - 12" rectangular Royal Lace thick walled coffee table tray, 
Pall Mall line duck ash trays (1 lg, 5 small) and paperweight, Dogwood ind. ash tray and 6 pcs Flying Mallards etch (rectangular large 
ash tray, cigarette bos and 2 s=ind. ash trays and 2 DOF tumblers - in house shipping available

354
Vintage European Copper Cookware Pans, Miniatures and Ladles - 3 sizes Lilium made in Italy sauce pans with hand hammered lightly 
flared sides, long handles and rolled top edge, vintage E. Dehillerin  large 2 handled low stock pot made in France, 3 graduated 
copper ladles with wood handles and 7 pc copper miniature pans, ewers and pitchers - in house shipping available (heavy!)
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355
4 1950-1960s Artillery 24" Shell Casings - 90 MM T-24 NAE 1-11 53 dated 1953 in center, 90 MM M19 Lot No Cha 2-6 1953, 105MM-
XM 150 Lot FA-3-13 1961 with additional ink stamp marks, and Oxidized shell with unintelligible base marks - in house shipping 
available (Heavy!)

356 Satsuma Style Pottery Umbrella Cane Vase with 2 Canes - 24.75" tall vase with hand carved wood canes incl. German souvenir {Local 
pick up or third party shipping only}

357 New Martinsville Glass Bookends, Figurines And Serving Dishes - Prs of l8" lyre and 5 1/2" squirrel bookends (one with as is original 
label), 13" long Viking Ship center bowl, 7" Angelfish figurine and 13 " Janice sandwich platter - in house shipping available

358 25" Dark Green 1800s Antique Demijohn Carboy Bottle with Applied Lip - Great air bubble features to glass, concave base sides with 
somewhat uneven form accentuating it's hand blown nature, some base scratches.

359 15 Light Dale Tiffany Lily Lamp - 15 beautiful naturalistic lily flower shades tinted orange and green mounted to 15 bundled stem 
mounts with original tag - in house shipping available,  2 boxes)

360

110"x152" Hand Woven Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - layered central cartouche medallion of ivory, yellows and blue within red, 
bordered in mint and spruce green and sky blue, cream ground with purple flowers layer flanked in cobalt arabesque outer layer with 
large pendants on open red filed with floral branch accents, coordinated spandrels and wide border of Shah Abbas florals with 
cerulean blue leaves, blue ground guard bands - made in Iran [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

361 Lot Of 180+ Ethnic Handcrafted New Old Stock Necklaces & Chockers -  57 chokers, 24 multi strand necklaces, 100+ single strand 
necklaces.  see photos  {in house shipping available}

362

50 Vintage Jazz, Soul, Funk, R&B & Other Vinyl Record Albums - 1967 Verve V-8689 Bola Sete at the Monterey Jazz Festival, Dakota 
Staton Crazy he called me, the George Shearing Quintet with Dakota Staton in the night, Shearing on Stage!, The George Shearing 
Quintet and Orchestra Black Satin, 4124 Blue Note A New Perspective Donald Byrd Band and Voices, George Gershwin Plays 
Rhapsody in Blue The 1925 Piano Roll Accompanied By Micheal Tilson Thomas Conducting the Columbia Jazz Band, LSP 3957 RCA 
Victor Feliciano! and Feliciano 10 to 23, B.B. King in London, B.B. King Midnight Believer, Jazz West Coast 505 Solo Flight, CL 883 Erroll 
Garner Concert by the Sea, Herb Alpert Rise, LSP-2742 RCA Victor The Amazing Amanda Ambrose, First Choice Armed and Extremely 
Dangerous, 1958 Verve MG V-8225 "sittin' in" with Stan Getz, Dizzy Gillespie, Coleman Hawkins, Paul Gonsalves,  Wynton Kelly, J.C. 
Heard and Wendell Marshall, 1962 Atlantic 1380 Herbie Mann at the Village Gate, 1965 Metro MS-501 The Melodic Stan Getz, 
Ramsey Lewis Tequila Mockingbird, The Ramsey Lewis Trio "The In Crowd" and LPS 715 Argo "Pot Luck", Sergio Mendes and Brazil '66 
Look Around, 1960 CL 1444 Columbia Transfiguration of Hiram Brown Mose Allison, Herb Alpert Tijuana Brass Going Places!!, 
Bloomfield Kooper Stills Super Session, Calm, Cool and Collette Buddy Collette and his trio, 1959 ST-1180 Capitol Jackie Davis Meets 
the Trombones, LST 7034 Liberty The Sounds of Martin Denny Exotica, 4076 Blue Note doin' the thing the horace silver quintet at the 
village gate, CL 840 Columbia European Concert Recordings by Ambassador Satch, Capitol The Jonah Jones Quartet 1958 ST-
1039  "Jumpin with Jonah" and  1959 ST-1115"Jonah Jumps Again", LPV-543 RCA Victor Classic Jazz Piano Styles, 1965 LPM-3337 RCA 
Victor  Al (He's The King) Hirt That Honey Horn Sound, Mongo Santamaria El Bravo!, 5 Nina Simone (Phillips "broadway-blues-
ballads", "I Put a Spell on You", "high preistess of soul", Colpix "Simone at Town Hall", and "Baltimore"), the lasting impression of 
Hugh Masekela, Capitol Blues with a Kick bobby Hackett, Paul Williams "Here Comes Inspiration" and "Classics", 1956 LN 3212 Epic 
The Ahmad Jamal Trio, 1971 Grunt Papa John Creach, Al Jameau So Good, 1966 1466 Atlantic Sergio Mendes the Great Arrival - in 
house shipping available

363

119"x154" Hand Knotted Persian Tabriz 100% Wool Pile Rug - Tribal geometric floral designs with cobalt ground central medallion 
with directional floral medallions, mirrored amulets and varied symbols on red ground filled with tree of life, stylized bird and floral 
and other symbolic forms, unusual bright turquoise spandrels with green accents, red ovate florals  and cobalt border of stylized Shah 
Abbas and other botanicals within mirrored triple guard bands - made in Iran [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

364

Barbie Doll, Masquerade Gala Illusion 1997 w/ Shoes, COA - NEVER OUT OF BOX - Suddenly, conversations halt, heads turn and pulses 
quicken. Who is this mysterious woman entering the ballroom? Even a mask can't disguise her beauty. Introducing Illusion™ Barbie® 
doll, the first doll from a collection celebrating the mystery and intrigue of a masquerade ball. Barbie® doll is cloaked in a voluminous, 
velvety cape of deepest ebony, lined in stunning scarlet satin. Silvery embroidery adorns her bodice while an ivory, pleated satin skirt 
adds contrast and drama. Her stunning harlequin mask is adorned with graceful feathers, Swarovski® crystals and hand-beaded 
tassels. A regal headdress of black and white feathers crowns her raven ringlets, while sparkling eyes and ruby lips add the final touch 
of glamour. Illusion Barbie® doll. The beauty behind the mask!!! {in house shipping available}

365
Retirement Trophy's From Philadelphia Naval Shipyard - "Mr. Edmund LaFurno" The Management Punishment Stool - 36" tall & "A 
Physical Symbol of the Spirit That Did So Much, So Well, For So Many" - 28" long - 13 January 1930 - 28 February 1969 - {in house 
shipping available}

366

118"x150" Hand Woven Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - central layered medallion of sky blue and turquoise, ivory floral and cobalt 
arabesque layers bordered in turquoise and mustard floral accents and hanging pendants within open red field accented with floral 
spray designs, complimenting pomegranate flower extended borders with green and brown added accents and red ground arabesque 
border with blue ground guard bands - made in Iran [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

367 2 Sharif Leather Handbags - black & silver faux snake skin leather (small scuff on front metal plaque) & brown leather Art Nouveau 
design plus 1 cloth bag (both slightly used but in very good condition) {in house shipping available}

368 3 Ganz Angels and Animal Classics Cockatoo Figurines - 12" hand painted resin angel musicians with mandolin, drum and panpipes, 
11" naturalistic cockatoo - in house shipping available

369
117"x152" Hand Woven Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - ivory within red ground sunflower medallion in ivory field, connected and filled 
with large arabesque botanical designs, turquoise spandrel corners of intertwining florals and sky blue border of arabesque and Shah 
Abbas designs with mirrored guard bands - made in Iran [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

370 Italian Naturalistic Manger Creche Nativity Set - 18" natural material creche with12 hand painted 8" standing and other resin figures 
made in Italy - Holy family, 3 kings and camel, shepherd and lamp, cow, donkey and angel - in house shipping available

371 Vintage Taxi Meter - by Cabometer, Inc. Anniston Ala. model #C-10, serial no. 11249 {in house shipping available}
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372

96"x139" Had Knotted Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - Beautiful layered sunflower medallion cerulean, cream and dark blue 
grounds,  red field filled with arabesques elaborate cream and turquoise ground spandrels and dark blue border of Shah Abbas florals 
with double guard bands - small viable repair with white wool see photo - Made in Iran [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party 
shipping]

373

16 Hess Trucks and more - 13 in orig. boxes (Helicopter with Motorcycle and Cruiser, 1989 Toy Fire Truck, 2000 Fire Truck, 1990 Toy 
Tanker Truck, 1996 Emergency Truck, 2004 Sport Utility Vehicle and Motorcycles, 2005 Rescue Truck, 2008 Toy Truck and Front 
Loader, 2007 Monster Truck with Motorcycles, 2009 Race Car and Racer, 1998mRecreation Van with Dune Buggy and Motorcycle and 
1993 Patrol Car, 3 older trucks without boxes plus 4 drinking glasses {in house shipping available}

374

9 Coca Cola Diecast Delivery Vehicle Coin Banks by Ertl, MIB (8 cars & 1 Plane) - 1:25 scale die cast limited release Coke delivery 
vehicles  - 3 green and teal box (F600 1956 Ford Utility Bed Truck 1997,  B592 1953 Ford Commercial Delivery Truck with cases of 
bottles 1995 and F296 1957 Chevrolet Stake truck with Coca Cola Vending Machines & Dolly Cart 1996) and 5 gold box delivery trucks 
(B397 1925 Kenilworth Bottle Truck 1994, B398 1925 Kenilworth Tanker 1994, B901 1936 Chevy Delivery Van " 50th Anniversary 1886-
1936" on door 1995, 2919 1931 Hawkeye Delivery Van Bottle Delivery Truck 1993 and 9432 1923 Chevy Panel Delivery Truck 1993) 
and 13+ inch B901 1932 Northrop Gamma yellow and red plane bank 1995 - All Mint in box, some minor scuffs to boxes, but over all 
great shape (see pictures)  in house shipping available

375 Persian 100% Wool Rug - 114 1/4" X 151"  [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

376
American Flyer Train Set with 2 Engines & Track - 2 307 Reading Lines locomotive engines and connected tenders, 938 caboose, 905 
log car. 805 Pennsylvania gondola, 925 Gulf oil tanker, 631 T&P gondola, virginian hopper, 24546 as is634 box car, 2 No. 1 1/2 Toy 
Transformers and box full of track - all sold as is, in house shipping available

377

Coca-Coal Dicast 1:3 Scale Pedal Cars and 1958 C-800 Delivery Truck, All MIB - Crisp and near perfect die cast vehicles - Two 1:3 scale 
Coke brand Pedal Delivery Trucks with cases of bottles (Limited Edition in yellow and red with bottle cases and COA and Deluxe 
Delivery Truck of same general make in ivory with fabric awning sides) and  1:25 scale1958 C-800 Delivery Truck in yellow and white 
with Coca Cola Sprite face and Bottle Side decoration circa 1998 - in house shipping available

378

7 Diecast Coca Cola Tractor Trailer and Beverage Trucks MIB - 7 Ertl Die Cast 1:64 replicas inc 5 Tractor Trailers (2 each 1994 green 
cab and red cab T090 and T266 plus T717 "Always Cool" blue and white polar scene and T091 Beverage Truck) and Lledo "The 1996 
Olympic Torch Relay" tractor trailer - all mint in box, some very minor edge rubs and scuffing, great original appearance - in house 
shipping available

379

15 Annual Diecast and Specialty BP Gas Tankers, Fire Engines, Race Car Carriers and More - 1995 BP Model Service Station, 1992 
Wired Remote Control and Super'93 Tanker, undated tanker, 1:64 scale BP Amoco Fuels tanker, BP Chopper Truck, Transforming 
Truck and Air BP Aviation Tanker, 1993 and 1994 BP Toy Race Car Carriers, 5th  in Series of BP Toy Racing Transport Truck, 3 Fire 
Trucks (one box marked 1st in a series,1998 Special Edition Serial Numbered Fire Truck, etc) and Join The Convoy! store display- in 
house shipping available

380
Mid Century Midi Length Sculpted Mink Coat - dark brown with light brown collar in double breasted design with lucite buttons, front 
side slit pockets, and inside waist belt -  size: M (bust: 38", length: 39", across back shoulders: 16", 3/4 sleeve from seam: 21" (good 
condition with lots of life left) {in house shipping available}

381 Cute Vintage Short Mahogany Mink Coat - with side slit pockets - size: L (chest: 42", lenght: 26", shoulders across back 18", 3/4 sleeve 
from seam: 21") (soft long fur in good condition) {in house shipping available}

382 Vintage Shaved Badger Coat with Bell Sleeves - with mandarin collar, front side slit pockets, 2 hook & eye closures down the front - 
size: M, 38" chest, 29" long, 16" across back (in very good condition, collar is stiff from storage) {in house shipping available}

383 Full Length Black Mink Coat w/ Fox Fur Hat - size: XL shaved design with attached back belt decoration, side slit pockets, hidden inside 
pocket, & 3 hook & eye front closures - 48" chest, 52" long, 17" across back - made in Greece {in house shipping available}

384 Victorian To The 1940s Clothing - Great costumes pcs, fake fur coar, 2 Victorian skirts, 1940s party dress and great set of tails [mens 
tux jacket] (in house dhipping available)

385 3 Mid Century Modern Metal Sculptures - incl. 2 angel fish - 20.25" tall wood, brass & steel & 18" x 14"  hand carved wood with cast 
brass fin on lucite base  & 17.5" tall x 10" hexagon finch cage {in house shipping available}

386 Vintage Firkin Sewing Basket - {in house shipping available}

387 Pair of Verdigris Finish Metal Cranes - 33" with head up and 23" with head down - in house shipping available

388 Basket Of Fruit Table Lamp - glass reverse painted puffy shade, 10" wide , 8" tall. {in house shipping available}

389

Choisy le Roi Majolica Urn and Pierced Capodimonte Swirl Base Table Lamp with Silk Bell Shade - 13 1/2" majolica urn with ornate 
raised feather scroll bands, leaf band pedestal foot and inset ring handles in muted jewel earth tones on flowing brown pineapple 
design body with HB Choisy and hand written Choisy-le -roi makers mark (2 chips to foot of urn), and pierced Capodimonte green and 
white swirl lobed body lamp with applied florals, gokd decoration and bell shade (35" to top of finial) {in house shipping available 
over sized box}

390 Vintage Aluminum Christmas Tree with Rotating Tree Stand & Color Wheel - 6 ft. tree & stand with green glitter rotating musical tree 
stand & unusual snowball white glitter color wheel with glass lenses (all in good vintage condition) {in house shipping available|

391 5 Hand Painted Humerous Signs - perfect for tiki bars, man caves, etc. - 24" wide x 17" tall {in house shipping available}
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392

24" Coca Cola Animation Series Santa Pauses for Refreshment and 16" Brinn's LE Santas of The World Figures - Animatronic Santa 
raises book and looks side to side, complete fireplace cardboard assembly present (never assembled, in box) with coke bottle, holly 
and stocking accents, marked Second in Series No.0016 - Brinn's Santa in original box with pack, cotton twirl beard and cross on cap, 
still attached in box - in house shipping available, oversize boxes

393
"The Original Red Robin Burger & Spirits Emporium" Metal Sign - double sided, used inside restaurants, not sure of the function of 
black box on top of sign (some scuffs in the lettering) - 38" tall x 54" wide x 9" deep {Local pick up or buyer arranges third party 
shipping}

394 Copper & Driftwood Cat Tail Wall Sculpture - 
50" tall x 48" wide  [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

395 MacKensie-Child's Freckle Fish Counter Stool - seat height 27" tall (some paint loss and mild staining on cushion, see photos) {local 
pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

396
2 Demijohn/ Carboy Bottles in varied sizes and shapes - both of clear aqua glass, showing some internal residue - 25" tall straight 
sided with full applied lip (some top roughage), minor bubble inclusions in base and 2 part mold marks and 17" apple form with 
indented base and applied mouth - in house shipping available

397 Pair of Antique Silverplate Swordsmen Duellers - Well articulated figures in action, some corrosion to base, no obvious marks - in 
house shipping available

398 Matched Pair of 10" Cloisonne Vases with Stands - Varied blue color chrysanthemum with full leaf and stem design with butterfly on 
white ground with base and lip band, rolled brass lip and pr of ebonized wood stands - in house shipping available

399 Antique Tile Back Wash Stand - with great Art Nouveau design tile back, marble top and single bottom door with metal tag on back 
"Bryant & Sons House Furnishings Hastings" 43" tall x 30" wide x 16.75" deep [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

400

Pr of Schmid A. Santini Roaring Twenties Lady and Gentleman Figurines - 19" limited edition Art Deco flapper with stylized elongated 
body (signed in bottom of dress and numbered #83/3500) and 18" gentleman companion in tails - both mounted on wood bases with 
Santini and Schmid Collectors Gallery tags - no damage to figures, each secured to their base by only one foot - in house shipping 
available

401 Wrought Iron Patio Table and 4 chairs - textured glass top table, retro green and white upholstered chairs - local pick up only

402 Carved Wood Inlay Side Table - 29.5" tall x 23.5" square - [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

403 Pastel Hand Painted Wood Fish and woman Sculptures - pr pf 12" carved disc form fish (minor tail chips) and 20" Asian Woman in 
Kimono dress carrying basket and millstone on yoke over shoulders - in house shipping available

404
2 Small Wood Occational Tables - Mahogany 31" tall, 26" wide 13 1/4" deep demilune table with fretwork & open scroll stretcher, DX 
H Fritts & Co. tripod base solid mahogany tilt top tea table 28" tall, 24" top  (both tops  have water rings) see photos  [local pickup or 
buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

405 Western Wood Carvings by Jim Fleming and Ed Evans - 15" black bear with fish carved of western yellow pine Big Sky Bears by Jim 
Fleming and 17" "Sam Eagle" Native American bust with eagle over nest on reverse be Ed Evans {in house shipping available}

406 Mid Century Frederick Weinberg Wrought Iron Horse Bar Cart -  with lift off glass tray - 41" tall x 33" long x 13" wide (missing both 
side holders) [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

407 Child's Wrought Iron Ice Cream Parlor Table and 2 Chairs - 18" chairs with heart backs, 14.5" table - in house shipping available, 
oversize box

408
Beautiful Blue Fox Fur Coat by Saga - 
with white fox collar, side slit pockets, hidden inside pocket, 3 hook & eye closures down the front, size: XL, 44" chest, 29" length, 17" 
across back (in very good condition) {in house shipping available}

409 Case Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. Cadyn & Charlie, Kenneth Lane, Park Lane, Gay Boyer buckle, shell, crystal, art glass, & more - we 
do our best to ensure jewelry is not broken or missing stones but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

410
Collection Vintage Zippo Lighters & Cufflinks - incl. 21 lighters - Redstone Arsenal Missle Center, Head of the Bourbon Family, 
Millennium Edition, Merchant's Police & many more plus 11pair of  cufflinks & tie clasps (all vintage with some signs of age) -  {in 
house shipping available}

411

Tray Lot of Antique Wind Up and Friction Tin Litho Animal Toys - windup stylized swimming duck, 3" Toucan by MTU, 3 1/2" Occupied 
Japan jumping and 6" TPS toys mother and Joey kangaroos (TPS missing ears),  7" Animal Swing with bear on stand up swing, 3" metal 
body and plastic body friction action dogs, 4" windup plastic body waddling duck, 8 1/2" home model  craft plastic tree trunk with 
woodpecker - in house shipping available

412 4 Partial Penny Albums 1909-1961 - See photos for content - in house shipping available

413 Vintage Political GOP Elephant Scarf by Eve - 33" square (mild stain) {in house shipping available}

414

Antique and Vintage Valentines, Postcards, Trade Cards and Currency - Victorian stickers of flowers, horseshoe, little pictue fames, 
hand with flowr and mini fans and scenes, 5 full size and several other fold out vintage Valentines plus other retro Valentines and 
antique Valentine postcard, 20+ early 1900s Thanksgiving, Easter, Christmas, Birthday and misc postcards, tradecards, US fourth issue 
ten cents fractional currency, as is worn Confederate 10 dollar and 10 cent notes,Dominion of Canada 25 cents fractional currency, 
Vietnam currency, repro Confederate currency and more {in house shipping available}
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415 Large Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. Sugar Fix, NY, Avon, cloisonne, rhinestone, etc. - we do our best to ensure jewelry is not broken 
or missing stones but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

416
Lot of Men's Vintage Cufflinks, Etc. - incl. Swank, Winchester shot gun shell, rhinestone, & more plus tie tacks & bars, money clips, 
lighters, military pins, & more - we do our best to ensure jewelry is not broken or missing stones but there is no guarantee - contents 
only {in house shipping available}

417
Full Case Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. rhinestone, natural elements, faux pearl & more necklaces, bracelets, & earrings, beaded 
purse (has broken clasp) - we do our best to ensure jewelry is not broken or missing stones but there is no guarantee - contents only 
{in house shipping available}

418

Lot Of Vintage Mens & Ladies Wrist Watches Gold Filled, Plated & Stainless Steel - Mens 1=Clinton 17j self winding and ss bracelet, 
working as is, 1-Marcel & cie swiss as is no bracelet, 1-Orvin 17j date working no bracelet, 1-Lucien Piccard Dufonte quartz mesh 
bracelet, 1-timex clasic 1-jim beam 17j no crystal, swiss 1970 laurant De Brunhoff time creators no bracelet working, timex silver 
working no bracelet, 1-timex automatic working 1-Phazar quartz, 1- Waltham self winding 17j working 1-Helbros quartz and ladies 
watches 3- Nelsonic bangle watch, 1-wellsbro swiss 17j rineston hinged cover, 1-Medana special swiss 1-Venedome log bracelet, 1-
Mercury 17j timex, 1-Quintel bangle, Elgin starlite1- Seikop, 1-Crown 17j, 1-Minnie Mouse and many more [one money]  {In house 
shipping available}

419

Tray Lot of Ink Wells and Related Items - glass step form brass decorative, embossed arts ad crafts form copper with tree and farm 
house etching, thin brass Rocky Mountain Produce Denver promo, heavy brass inkwell and pen holder tray with shell form feet, 
Pewter, Free form tin base, glass ink bottles, National Lead Company Perfection Anti Friction Metal paperweight and more - in house 
shipping available

420 Full Case of Costume Jewelry - incl. 1928, Anne Klein, Carol Lee, Monet, Trifari, Avon, Liz Clairborn, art glass, & more - we do our best 
to ensure jewelry is not broken or missing stones but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

421 Large Lot of Fashion Jewelry - incl. Karu, Guess, Kendra Scott, NY, Lia Sophia, faux turquoise, beaded necklaces, & more -  we do our 
best to ensure jewelry is not broken or missing stones but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

422 Bird and Animal Figurines and Teapot - Maigon Daga 6" high resting Rocky Mountain Sheep and 3" tall Baby Bird on stone bases hand 
signed,ceramic birds on branches, and 7"Cardinal Figural teapot by Takahashi- in house shipping available

423

Approx 70 collectible Comic Books incl Signed, 1st Issues, Archie and more - Limited Edition Dynamic Forces, Inc. White cover 
Supernan's Wedding album #1 signed in silver ink by Dan Jugens, Louise Simonson, Brett Breeding and Paul Rubenstein, regular 
edition of the same (No 1 Special Dec '96), Quest of Lois Lane and 3 other Superman, 7 Batman comics and Graphic Novels, 9 The 
New Warriors, 22 Archie and Related Series, lots of first issues (Cable, Doom 2099, Superman 2099, {in house shipping available}

424 2 Pairs of Vintage Spurs Plus Bits - black with hearts & bells & chrome spurs plus 3 bits {in house shipping available}

425

Tray lot of Vintage Toys and Toy Accessories - 3 1976 Superman mugs, bintage hard plastic boot bank, airplane, toy gun, mini merry-
go-round, novelty horn noise makers in pack, wiggle hrad clown and baseball player, rubber Chaplin like characyer, Tin litho tank, Fast 
Express Mohawk caboose, cats with ball friction rollers, and airplanr hangar, Auburn rubber type army transport truck, USA map ang 
gear and ball novelty skill toys and more - in house shipping available

426 Full Case Lot of Vintage Jewelry - incl. crystal necklaces, bracelets, & earrings, faux pearl, beaded, shell, & more - we do our best to 
ensure jewelry is not broken or missing stones but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

427 Three Tier Cart Of Mid Century Modern Glassware - Black, Amethyst, Green, Amber,  Cobalt and Ruby, Vases, Bowls, Plates, Trays and 
Goblets.    SEE PHOTOS  [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

428 Huge Collection of Vintage Reemers - incl. depression glass, art glass & novelty porcelain (most are in good condition, a few have 
minor damage) [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

429
5 Vintage Pressed Steel Delivery and Work Vehicles - Ertl, Nylint, Tonka and New-Ray - 22" Ertl Blackman Peterbilt Tractor Trailer 
#9558 in original box, 22" Ertl Public Dairi-Fresh tanker truck #2704, 16" Nylint tow truck, 19" Tonka ENgin No 34 Fire Ladder Truck 
and New-Ray Kenworth Tractor Trailier with Crane - in house shipping avaiable in heavy oversized box 

430

100+ German and other European Comics w/ Horror, Detective and More - 65 German language ( Krimi (Kommissar,Kelter,Geister), 
Die Spinne, Bastei John Sinclair Western-Bestseller and G-man Jerry Cotton, etc, Mickey Maus, Le Schtroumpfissime (The Smurfs),
Soldier, Gas Licht Horror and Suspense), 35 Italian, Spanish and French (Dick Turpin, Didas Ejemplares Series, Christian Stories, French 
Science Fiction, 60s nags, etc) English new universe kickers Inc and Black Diamond Western - in house shipping available

431

Military Lot Of Patches, Vought OS2U Kingfisher Plane Photo, Unit Photo, And Aviator Certificate - US Naval Air Station Pensacola 
Florida Naval Aviator Certificate 1942 Ensign Harold M Forrest A-D (N) USNR, Patches- WW2 US Army Philippnes Great Raid, The Sixth 
United States Army, Washington DC Military Dist., USAAF Army Air Force, and more see photos {in house shipping available with 
charge to protect glass}

432

Dollhouse/ Miniature Tea Ware, Candlesticks and More - 4 toy teddy bear tea cups and saucers and creamer, 6" antique advertising 
souvenir plate with bears playing ball, child's clown mug, mini strawberry and other cups and saucers, 3 Pc tiny dragon ware and full 
floral decorated tea set for 2 with tray, Heisey mini gtoy candlesticks (3 jack be nimble, 1 4" and 4 1/2" candelabra) - in house 
shipping available

433 Giant Clam Shell - 20" long x 12" wide - real shell of  - giant clams are very large bivalves and are native to the Indian Tridacna Gigas
and Pacific Oceans - (some chipping) {in house shipping available}

434
75+ Vintage Super Cute Animal Pins Costume Jewelry - incl. sterling cameos & enameling, Gold Crown tremblers, JJ, Trifari, Coro 
screw back earrings with real carved shell cameos, Wild Bryde, & much more - we do our best to ensure the jewelry is not broken or 
missing stones but this is no guarantee {in house shipping available}

435 Case Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. Stell & Dot, Alex and Ani, B&B, Worthington, Freedom, leather, shell, & more - we do our best to 
ensure jewelry is not broken or missing stones but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}
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436
3 Vintage Dolls Incl. German Kathe Kruse - 19" tall with  composite head with hand painted features, jointed cloth body & orig. price 
tag (very good condition), 19.5" tall Holzer & Cia. S. Paulo, Brazil wool felt doll w/ orig. tag and hand painted features, & antique 
jointed teddy bear w/ glass eyes and leather hands & feet pads {in house shipping available}

437 Case Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. crystal, rhinestone, faux pearl, & seed bead necklaces, earrings, pins, & more - we do our best to 
ensure jewelry is not broken or missing stones but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

438 Case Lot of Vintage Costume Jewelry - incl. we do our best to ensure jewelry is not broken or missing stones but there is no guarantee 
- contents only {in house shipping available}

439 Primitive Kitchen Collectibles - incl. Globe Wernicke oak recipe box, Seal Island salted codfish boxes, Eberhard Faber hexagon lumber 
crayons, LEA Mfg. Co small jug, John Chatillon & Sons 50 lbs. scales, molds, ice tongs, & more {in house shipping available}

440 Fenton Opalescent Hobnail, Carnival & Art Glass Toothpicks and Novelties - {in house shipping available}

441

17 Walt Disney Black Diamond The Classics VHS Home Videos - All the Greats - Clamshell boxes - 3 Beauty and the Beast #1325, 3 
Cinderella #410, 2 Aladdin #1662, 2 The Great Mouse Detective 1360, Lady and the Tramp #582, The Little Mermaid #913, Peter Pan 
#960, The Jungle Book #1122, The Rescuers Down Under #1142, Robin Hood #1189, 101 Dalmatians #1263 - in house shipping 
available

442
Case Lot Of Tootsie Toy Hard Body and other Diecast Cars in Original Packaging - 17 Toosietoys (12 Hard Body series Cars and 
Motorbike, 5 mudders and off road dragsters), Matchbox gift set of 6 cars, Ertl Farm Country 1/32 Schrade Barge wagon,  and more - 
in house shipping available

443
World Ethnic Decorative Art Collections - 8" drum with hide tops and ties on wood barrel shape body, 11" basket with bulged top teir, 
12" round Ghana contemporary round African mask with metal accents, Native American design leather pouch bag and loom beaded 
bands, and 5.5" Alaskan resin miniature model of Northwestern mask - in house shipping available

444 Lot Of 8 Waco Battery Operated Model Antique Car Shaped Radios - 5-Rolls Royce, 1-Lincoln, 1-Stutz 1- model T  [all as is as found] {in 
house shipping available}

445
Tray Lot of Vintage & Antique Photos - incl. Victorian photo albums (both as is) with a few cabinet photos in each & 2 signed 
promotion photos of Bobby Rydell & Paul Dino {in house shipping available} 
 

446 Tray Lot of Souvenir Items - incl. trays, pen holders, pencil sharpeners, thermometers, cups, paperweights, & beer stein - contents 
only {in house shipping available}

447
Large Lot of Vintage Wood Decor - incl. folding teak wall shelf, mechanical toothpick holder, plaque art, cypress root man novelty 
light, root cork screws, hand carved nut cracker, & treen box, howling beagle by Phase IV concept wood, artist bending posable 
figure, kitty cat bookends, salt & pepper shakers, free form bowl & more {in house shipping available}

448 Lot of Broken Costume Jewelry - great for crafts, art projects, jewelry repair, etc. -ALL AS IS contents only {in house shipping available}

449 4 Tiffany & Co. Decorator Items - pr. of Windham 11" candlesticks, Portfolio desk clock, & Limoges porcelain trinket box (all in good 
condtion, clock finish has some pitting) {in house shipping available}

450
Imperial Grape Peacock Carnival Glass Bev Set and More - 8" Imperial Grape Water pitcher and six 4" tumblers in smokey amethyst 
Peacock color, 12" Dugan Blue Victorian glass lemonade pitcher with enameled flowers on rib opti top and satinized bulbous base 
with 4 light blue Dahlia contemporary carnival glass tumblers - in house shipping available

451

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2004 "The Ravishing Of Pancha Garcia" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager 
Hyman 24" X 30" signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, 
and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the 
melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, 
contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio 
and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an 
enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, 
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she 
teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and 
creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art 
world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she 
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a 
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom 
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and 
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping 
available}

452
Lot Of 15 Pcs Of Russel Wright American Modern China - 5- lug soup bowls 2 granite gray, 2 Coral, & 1 cedar green 1- 10" oval 
veggie chartreuse curry, 6-10" dinner plates 2 granite gray, 2 chartreuse curry 1 coral & 1 cedar green, 2 13" platters 1 cedar green, 
1 chartreuse curry and 1-11" oval platter granite gray.  one money {in house shipping available}

453
3 Fenton & Northwood Carnival Glass Bowls - 1-Fenton  green butterfly 2 handle bon bon, 1-Northwood Strawberry marigold ruffled 
& scalloped edges 8 1/2" bowl some color loss, and 1-Fenton cobalt blue Captive Rose  8 1/4" bowl one money {in house shipping 
available}

454 5 Pieces Of Crystal & Glass Tablewares - Pair Of 9 1/4" Tiffany & Co.Hampton crystal candle sticks, 12 5/8" amber etched elegant glass 
bud vase by Hawkes, 9" Baccarat liquor decanter, and 10" Gorham crystal decanter one money {in house shipping available}
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455

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2004 " Nove" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed on 
verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a 
life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-
WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary 
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid 
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous 
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans 
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the 
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer 
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis 
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life 
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of 
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus 
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was 
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

456

Authentic Vintage Gucci Accessories Collection Tote Bag w/ Leather Straps & Attached Toiletries Bag - 1980's - 90's travel bag in red & 
green stripped knit fabric with 3 front open pockets, leather interlocking GG tags on both bags, orig. interior tag with leather crest 
Knight serial # 89-19-001 on back - 16" tall x 24" wide, attached toiletries bag 9' tall x 11" wide - (some wear to the green strips from 
use but in overall good condition, zippers work well, guaranteed to be authentic Gucci) {in house shipping available}

457
5 Pcs. Of EAPG Northwood Glass Emerald Green/Gold "Cherry & Cable" - Early American Pattern Glass, Northwood Glass Co. Emerald 
Green/Gold Cherry Cable Pattern Rare Circa 1908. 1- covered butter dish & 2 pair matching sugar and creamers all in the “Cherry 
Cable” pattern Marked with Northwood Glass Company “N” in a circle. [some wear on gold see photos] {In house shipping available}

458 7 Pcs Of Chinese Enamel Cloisonne Plates & Vase - 1-5 1/2" Vase, 4-3 3/4" plates, and 2-9" bird & flower plates one money {in house 
shipping available}

459
6 Resin and Wood Carved Bird Figurines - 2 hand painted 15" Montefiori Collection herons in the marsh, 6" Country Artists for the 
discerning Bluetit on Tap 00193 (chiped wing), carved wood 9" ironwood pelican signed and dated 1986, 19" wading bird, and 12" 
long duck decoy - in house shipping available

460

Lenox China Seven Dwarfs Cottage Teapot, Santa S&P set, 4 Jingle and 3 Crystal Wonder Ornament Sets - Approx. 6"x9" The Seven 
Dwarfs Cottage Teapot from the Disney Sculptural Snow White Collection with original box and outer box, Holiday Santa Salt and 
Pepper Set (Santa with tree and tray), set of 4 porcelain sleigh bell ornaments in drum form display box and Crystal Wonder 
Ornaments set of 3 - all in their boxes, all in excellent condition - in house shipping available

461

Thomas Pacconi Classics Christmas Blown Glass Centerpiece Ornaments - wooden case of 6 circus train car hanging ornaments and 
large blown-glass ornaments with wooden bases, all marked with the 2004 30th anniversary base marks- 16 1/2" Golden Bear with 
Santa hat holding Presents (2004 COA and original box) , 14" snowman with cardinal, squirrel and fawn, 13 1/2" Santa with pack and 
four 6" (girl with teddy bear, boy with present, snowmen hugging and snowman with bunnies) - in house shipping available

462 2 Vintage Novelty Canes w/ Hidden Flask & Sword - brass head cane (flask screw top is loose) & dragon handle {in house shipping 
available}

463

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2004 "18 Dots" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed on 
bottom right and verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and 
penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the 
melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, 
contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio 
and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an 
enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, 
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she 
teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and 
creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art 
world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she 
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a 
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom 
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and 
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping 
available}

464
Collection of Vintage Advertising Tins - incl. Franklin's Java, Dr. Kaufmann's sulphur soap, Colman's mustard, Betsy Ross tea, Bokar 
coffee bank, Pacific biscuit & confectionery, Lifebouy health soap, Yale smoking tobacco, Royal baking powder, Lipton's french coffee, 
Vermont maple syrup, & more {in house shipping available}

465

Service for 6 Plus Many Extras Temptations by Tara Old World Green Ovenware - 6 ea. of 10" & 8" square plates, 6 footed mugs, 6 - 7 
1/2" square bowls, plus 6 measuring cups (2 cups - 1/4 cups), 12" & 4 - 7 1/2" serving bowls, 13 1/2 tab handled covered casserole, 
19" covered enameled roaster, 3 - 10 1/2" round trays, salad & cooking utensils, & more (all in good condition) {in house shipping 
available}
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466

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2006 "Vase Of Flowers" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" 
signed on bottom right and verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, 
and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the 
melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, 
contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio 
and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an 
enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, 
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she 
teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and 
creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art 
world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she 
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a 
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom 
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and 
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping 
available}

467
Desk Lot of Candlesticks, Lamp, Book Rack and Box - Pr of 8.5" brass finish seated cherubs on marble disc pedestal candle sticks with 
drape prism drops, 21" candlestick style desk lamp with Art Nouveau style fluted brass base and luster prisms with painte chimney 
shade, Judd 9845 extendable brass Art Nouveau bookstand and 4.5" rectangular cloisonne footed box - in house shipping available

468 Collection of Elegant Glass - incl. Fostoria Baroque candlesticks, set 6 footed salts, cream, sugar, & footed compote, divided plates, & 
more (all in good condition) {in house shipping available}

469

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2003 "Eye Fingers" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed 
on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals 
a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-
WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary 
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid 
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous 
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans 
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the 
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer 
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis 
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life 
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of 
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus 
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was 
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

470 Tray Lot of Smoking & Pen Holders - incl. ceramic, brass, glass, & stone ashtrays, desk calendars, & pen holders {in house shipping 
available}

471

Vintage 1950's Zenith Trans Oceanic Wave Magnet Tube Radio Model H500 - WORKING with power cord. Antena fully extends, with 
brass presentation plate on case "In Appreciation To AL Strum From Power Racing Dev.St Pete Yacht Club 1952" The sensitive, high 
performance portables remained a favorite amongst shortwave listeners and radio enthusiasts in general. In 1951, the H500 was 
introduced with an additional shortwave band, giving the user an additional band button to select. The H500 was the first model to 
use the new miniature tubes which had been developed as part of the war effort. {in house shipping available}

472

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 Dyptic " Toot Toot Tootie Gd'bye" - 
From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman each panel 24" X 30" signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose 
imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European 
Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat 
Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and 
struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. 
Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork 
and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. 
Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, 
phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the 
social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, 
watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to 
her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of 
place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and 
paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain 
and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

473 Christmas China & Table Decor - Valerie 12 Days of Christmas dinner & salad plates (12 ea.) plus 12 saucers (no cups) and evergreen 
candleholder center pieces, beaded decorations, & more {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

474 2 Musical Players - Gold Label Concertina wood music box & Mr. Christmas Penguin Players - both play 25 Christmas carols (both new 
in boxes) {in house shipping available}
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475

50 Vintage Rock & Roll, Soul, R&B, Motown and Other Vinyl Record Albums - Lou Reed Transformer, Lou Reed and the Velvet 
Underground, Bob Dylan New Morning, Barbara Streisand The Barbara Streisand album, the third album and Color Me Barbara, "Neil 
Young" and "Off the Beach", Neil Young & Crazy Horse "American Bars and Stripes" and "Live Rust", Mud on Mudd, Savoy Brown 
Looking In, David Bowie Ziggy Stardust, Flip Wilson Pot Luck, Phil Collins No Jacket Required, Rolling Stones Exile on Main St, Boz 
Scaggs "Down Two, Turn Left" and "Boz Scaggs (cover as is), Chilling Thrilling Sounds of The Haunted House, The Platters Encore of 
Golden Hits, 1950 The First Annual Rock and Roll Convention-Show ( Limited Souvenir Edition unopened 1979 Post Records P1940), B.
B. King in London, Valerie Simpson, Tommy Dorsey and his Orchestra Featuring Frank Sinatra, Golden Goodies Vol. 1 and Vol. 5, Biff 
Rose The Thorn in Mrs. Rose"s Side, Al Greene "Call Me" and "I'm Still In Love With You", Sly and the Family Stone Fresh, Mary Wells 
Two Lovers and Other Great Hits, Jean Carn When I Find You Love, Party Time the Party Timers, Ohio Players Skin Tight, The Shirelles 
Tonight's the Night, Argo 741 Ramsey Lewis Trio at the Bohemian Caverns, Don Gardner Trio features Jimmy Smith, Steppenwolf At 
Your Birthday Party, Stevie Wonder Music of My Mind, Queen II, Bee Gees Cucumber Castle, the o'jays family reunion, loo rolls live, 
Joe Cocker!, Bird on a Wire Tim Hardin (Columbia Records radio station service C 30551), Willie Nelson Stardust, Nancy Wilson 
Hollywood- My Way, Otis Redding Live in Europe, David Crosby If I Could Only Temember My Nsme, Rhe Rascals Once Upon a Dream, 
Deodato 2- in house shipping available

476 Large Collection of Christmas Ornaments Hallmark, Carlton Cards, Ashton Drake in Boxes - 30+ Hallmark Keepsake, 18 Ashton Drake 
with 16 individual gift store boxes, & 25+ Carlton Cards - most in boxes {in house shipping available}

477

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2004 " Collodi's Venture" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 24" 
signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - 
reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC 
post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary 
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid 
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous 
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans 
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the 
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer 
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis 
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life 
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of 
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus 
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was 
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

478
Japanese Woodblock Print of 2 Women at the Baths by Kitagawa Utamaro - Well proportioned Japanese woodblock print in varied 
colors on rice paper of 2 women at a bath house - image sight 13"x9.5", matted under glass in 22"x15" frame - 1951 framer's mark on 
verso - some signs of fauxing to mat, back sealed, sold as is - Local Pick Up Only or you arrange third party shipping

479
Oil on Canvas Mediterranean Coastal Village Scene - Morning lit French shoreside plaza with docked fishing boats, mountains rising 
from the coast in the back ground, Hard to read signature - Guerbocht? - 2 small pinholes upper right -24"×36" canvas,29"×41" frame 
- Local Pick Up Only or You Arrange Third Party Shipping

480 Beaded Yoruba Diviner's Nigerian Anaconda and Crocodile Sash Panels - Fabric back body fully adorned with colorful glass seed beads 
and cowrie shells Anaconda panel with face masks accents, crocodile panel with beaded snake accents - in house shipping available - 

481

25 Sebastian Miniatures Figurine Collection - Seafarers and fishermen including 1784-1984  SSS Spirit of Massachusetts and Yankee 
Clipper Ship half figure plaques, Captain and old salt figures, model of captain memorial "They That Go Down To The Sea in Ships 
1923 1923 and fish shanty with boat, Colonial, and Literature with old Horse carriage, Colonial Glass Blower, Colonial Kitchen, Buffallo 
Bill and Annnie Oakley, Roip Van Winkle Sebatian Collector's Club figure, Amerca Remembers Family Reads Aloud, 1981 Self Portrait 
of R W Bastion, Americana figures with Geroge Washington Mason, George Washington General, Miniteman, Uncle Sam, Abraham 
Lincoln, Donald McKay, John F Kennedy, Colonial Overseer, Betsy Ross, Collector's Signs and stand up plaques incl Prescott W Bastian 
portrait in frame, We Stand For Liberty Statue of Liberty plaque with revolutionarry marchers in front and 1995/1996 Explorers plus 
original brochure sheet with sizes, full names and patent dates - in house shipping available

482

Lot Of 125+ Hematite Stone Necklaces - 84 single strand in 12 styles and 50 with pendants in 9 styles. Hematite grounds and protects 
us. It strengthens our connection with the earth, making us feel safe and secure. It endows us with courage, strength, endurance and 
vitality. A "stone for the mind", Hematite stimulates concentration and focus, enhancing memory and original thought (in house 
shipping available)

483 8 Marigold Carnival Glass Swung Vases in Varied Sizes and Patterns - Pr Fenton11 1/2" Plume Panels and 9" Fine Rib; 5", 7" and 7 1/2" 
Imperial Morning Glory, and 9" similar 6 panel vase, plus 5" 6 ruffle compote style vase - in house shipping available

484 2 Brown's Mule Tobacco Tin Plates & Tin Luncheon Sign - Brown's Mule Chewing tobacco - 12" square & hand painted Luncheon sign 
35.5" long x 9.5" wide {in house shipping available}

485
7 Varied Color Stretch Glass bowls and Compotes - Northwood blue 8" flared #669 and 9 1/2"  flared #692 bowls, 2 Jade Blue 7" 
shallow conical bowl compotes/ card trays, Fenton marigold/ tangerine 5 3/4" cupped Melon-Ribbed #847 bowl, Imperial blue 5 1/4" 
cupped bowl and 4 1/2" Blue Ice cheese compote - in houls shipping available

486

Antique Custard and Opaline Glass Souvenir Ware - Souvenirs of Newton NJ, Woolwich Maine, Clyde Ohio, Jamaica VT, Ashland Ohio 
1903, Canadaiguia NY, Gettysbuirg 1863, Laurium Mich., Saline Mich, Sault Ste Marie,Jonesport Maine, pictoral Hanover Woolen 
Mills,  Public Library Marquette Mich, Sac City Iowa High School and German Lutheran Church Massack Ill Custard mugs, small 
pitchers/ creamers, and sugars/ small tumbler vases incl star band, ped and star, Punty Band, Square in Diamond Point, Merriman 
Nebr. custard cup,  green mini tumbler East Machias Maine, Harrisburg SD toothpick and Opaline Dewey mini creamer pitcdher 
Cambden Maine, Etc - in house shipping available

487

Antique and Vintage Tin Litho Wind Up Monkey Toys - 9" Bomb ohappy flipping monkey on coconut tree with base by Unique Art Mfg 
Co Newark NJ 4" Inakita Japan walking monkey withhat and poka dot clothes, 3" US Zone Germanyu monkey in organ grinder outfit 
with fez, 4 1/2" mohair monkey with mirror and comb (as is mohair and tools, winds up by sporadic motion, arm loose), 7" rope 
climbing monkey toy - in house shipping avaialble
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488
8 Marigold Carnival Glass Bowls, Mugs and Shade - Northwood Sunflower bowl with Meander exterior and tap feet, 3 Fenton 6" three 
footed six ruffle bowls (Waterlily aka Dahlia and Poinsettia, Panther and Two Flowers), Fenton Holly/ Pepper Plant hat form vase, 2 
Robin/ Singing Bird mugs, 6 panel bell shade with will cut flower accent - in house shipping available

489 4 Cut Crystal and Glass Powder Jars - three approx 4" wide with glass lids ( 2 fancy heavy cut crustal, one elegant with wheel cut grape 
design) and metal lid jar with rib and circle cutting (re gilded lid) - in house shipping available

490

13" Antique African Dan "Bagle" Mask with Unusual Carved Forehead Accents - Great example of hand carved Dan Bangle mask from 
Liberia/ Ivory Coast of Africa - the unusual raised horn/ hair accents to the forehead bring superb balance to the overall mask with 
exaggerated tubular eyes, raised eyebrows and forehead ridge, naturalistic nose and raised demilune mouth - natural patina from use 
and age, holds the air and qualities of an authentic ceremonial piece, some minor scuff to raised points, cracks to upper skull and old 
chip from jaw, holes in back side of mask to affix to regalia costume - in house shipping available

491
G Marich Indian Harbor Impressionist Oil on Canvas - Detailed Nova Scotia rocky harbor shoreline landscape with fishing shanty, 
boats and figures, mountainous background. Signed on front lower right and on back "Indian Harbour, Nova Scotia G. Marchin 1962" 
and gallery label from The W T Burger Co. - 24"×36" canvas, 31"×43" hand painted frame - in house shipping available

492 Lot Of Glass & Metal Trade Beads - See photos   {in house shipping available}

493

Collection of EAPG and Carnival Glass Punch Bowls, Water Pitchers, Compotes and Covered Butter - clear EAPG Imperial Whirling Star 
13" punch bowl on pedestal with 12 cups, 9" US Glass Pacifica 1913 punch bowl on pedestal and dome covered butter, glass ladle, 7" 
Maryland/ Inverted Loop and Fan and 8 1/2" US Glass #15101 Comet/Buzz Star/Whirligi water pitchers, 6 1/2" McKee Martec 1905 
compote, marigold carnival glass 1909 Imperial Fashion 11" fruit bowl and pedestal and 6" Imperial Star and File compote - in house 
shipping available

494

Lot Of 18 Unisex Watches - including 1-Fossel Arkitekt FS2856, 1-Wilson LWA204X, 1-Armitron 20/4229TT 1MO2930, 1-
Bulova C8671317 st steel, 1-Swiss Army 001259581, 1-Danial Stieger9051M, 1-George  CR2016 A125, 1-Strada st steel, 1-Citizen 2510-
s027845, 1-Wender Swiss Diver 096-0655, 1-China C12-01 87570K, 1-smart watch, 1-Morellato 5ATM S 020H 001Fossel 5 ATM JR 
1196 251011, 1-Casio G Shock 20BAR 5081, 1-Fossel LI 2754 861012, 1-Casio G Shock 3238, 1-Orlando  st steel and 1-Guess st steel 
and leather bracelets G96047G original box and papers, 1- with six hole storage box with under tray and glass top and 12 hole storage 
box with glass top, {in house shipping available}

495

Duncan and Miller Mixed Color Georgian/ Honeycomb and Colored Handled Glass Ware - Georgian Honeycomb to include 2 ruby 6 " 
tumblers, four 2 1/2" bowls and 4" cordial, green lamp with 7" base, 4" cobalt peg foot tumbler, 4" clear Georgian mug with amber 
handle, 5" tumbler stein with ruby handle, 7 punch cups  (5 amber, 1 ruby and 1 green handles on clear bowl) - in house shipping 
available

496

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Oil On Canvas 2003 "Drawn Flowers On Colors" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 
24" signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and 
penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the 
melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, 
contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio 
and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an 
enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, 
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she 
teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and 
creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art 
world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she 
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a 
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom 
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and 
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of at is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping 
available}

497
4 Hand Carved Soapstone Floral Sculptures/ Vases - 7 1/2" carving of quan yin with scepter and flowers and open back seat for 
incense or precious shrine relic, 4 1/4" single amd 3" double vase bowls within ornate floral carvings and 2 3/4 single vase vessel held 
by 2 monkeys - in house shipping available

498 4 Varieties and Colors of Dugan Grape Delight Bowls - 4" amethyst, white and marigold rose bowls (tiny chip to foot on white bowl) 
and 4 1/4" As Is amethyst flared lip nut bowl (feet chips and internal fracture) - in house shipping available

499

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Oil On Canvas 2003 " Turban Mustache" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 24" X 24" 
signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - 
reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC 
post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary 
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid 
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous 
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans 
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the 
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer 
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis 
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life 
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of 
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus 
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was 
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

500
Louie Glass Co Harpo Cobalt Pitcher 5 Water and 8 Juice Glasses, Cobalt tray, Bowl and Basket - Depression era cobalt glass beverage 
set with interesting stacked disc design (1 small cup has chipped), 18" platter with center ring, 9 1/2" cupped lip plate/ shallow bowl 
with white rim and 7" (to top of handle) coaster form basket - in house shipping available
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501 2 Retired Dept. 56 Special Figurines - 7.5"x11.5" Jack Frost...Through The Frosty Forest (1999-2002) & 9 .25"x 7.25"x10" Jack Frost...A 
Touch OF Winter's Magic (1994-1999) chip on end of star - all orig. Department 56 boxes - in house shipping available

502

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 Dyptic "Passengers" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman each panel 
24" X30" signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and 
penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the 
melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, 
contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio 
and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an 
enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, 
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she 
teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and 
creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art 
world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she 
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a 
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom 
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and 
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping 
available}

503

Tray Lot Of Christmas Ornaments - Gorham Crystal, Hand Blown, Christopher Radko Accents, Nativity - 11 Gorham crystal ornaments 
in original boxes,  3 boxes of hand painted blown glass old world style ornaments made in Germany (box 0f 6 toy soldiers, box of 12 
mixed with clown band car house, drums snowman etc, and 4 clear with gold and white painting (angel, tree, star and church), 
2 Lauscha Kollektion Germany ethnic dress ladies, Christopher Radko "Santas around the World" Ornament and 2 4 pack Santa 
handle pate knives, Hand Blown Macy's rocking horse, Disney cottage and Skyscraper ornaments, Currant Leaf bird's nest ornament, 
stylized metal and ceramic nativity Creche sets and more - contents only, most with boxes, in house shipping available

504
8 Dept 56 Snowbabies Figurines and Ornaments MIB - Babies on The Farm Future Farmer with Tractor, A Gift So Fine From Madeline, 
10" Underneath The Midnight Moon with Barbie, "Winken, Blinken & Nod", and 4 ornaments (Are All These Mine?, Rock-A-Bye Baby, 
Surprise and Starry Night) - in house shipping available

505
Fine Porcelain Trays, Cups and More - Pr Irish Belleek mugs in original box, Nippon handled bonbon, 12" Bavaria celery tray, 
Wedgwood trinket box, round and heart pin trays, mini German  and Royal Winchester teacups and saucers - in house shipping 
available

506
2 Armand Marseille Porcelain Head Dolls - 11" porcelain bisque socket head marked "Made in Germany, Armand Marseille DRGM 246
/1 390 A 6/0 M" with fixed eyes, open mouth and teeth, 12" My Dream Baby doll 341with sleepy eyes (marked AM Germany) - in 
house shipping available

507 2 Stanley London Brass Astrolabes - both have all the square and round lenses, 1 is missing loop attachment for scope - in house 
shipping available

508 1960s Texaco Buddy L Tanker Truck - old paint restoration, solid construction - in house shipping available

509

Collection of Fenton Murano and other Art Glass - Fenton opalescent hobnail 12" Cameo bud vase, blue 2 handled bonbon and 6" 
lavender basket, Fenton stippled ruby satin with embossed holly and yellow diamond optic with hand painted butterfly bells, 
Murano V Nason and C. 4.5"x8" 3 color duck, 6" swimming flamingo, 8" mid-century art glass owl  Godinger Crystal Legends cobalt to 
clear 3" mustard - in house shipping available

510

Tray Lot New in Box Show Stoppers Fairy Dolls and Ornaments by Florence Maranuk - New Old Stock with emotive faces in varied 
forms, sizes and colors, each in its own box - "Peace" LE700, "Transquility" LE699, 2 "Puff" LE629, 2 "Lovey Dovey" baby fairies on 
unicorns (blue and pink) R544A & B, Sprouts (pr) R674,6 Dew Drop R367 (2 purple, 2 rose, and 2 turquoise), Astrid LE433, Jewel 
LE580, Opal LE535, MistLE591,  Crystal LE578. Boxed set of 12 Dove ornaments in 6 colors of dress, and 3 "Spritz"  R858 (gold, 
crimson and pumpkin) - in houe shipping available

511 Hard to Find Mikasa Leaf Montage Service for 2 - incl. 2 ea. of dinner & salad plates, bowls, & cups (never used) {in house shipping 
available}

512 Fenton Marigold Carnival Glass Butterfly and Berry 7 pc Beverage Set - strong rich patina, pitcher and 6 tumblers - in house shipping 
available

513

5 WDCC Christmas Figurines and Ornaments and Disney Treasures "Mickey's Orphan's" Holiday Etching - 6" Pluto Helps Decorate 
1996 Holiday Annual Figurine, Annual Ornament and Disc Ornament, Presents for My Pals 1995 Mickey Mouse Holiday Ornament (all 
from "Pluto's Christmas Tree"), 1995 Lucky from 101 Dalmatians Special Edition Ornament (All in original boxes with minimal wear) 
and 1994 "Mickey's Orphans etched serigraph of Mickey and Minnie with their Christmas tree (animation art is made from multiple 
etched plates and 10 color serigraph silkscreen printing techniques on acid free paper, mounted in organic and acid free materials 
with high quality acrylic fronts - Limited Editions of 7,500 - 7" imprinted image, 10" floating mat paper in 14" square frame, Mickey 
with brush embossed stamp and full back sheet description of the image and where it originated from as well as the process used to 
create the fine art print  in original box) - in House Shipping Availabe

514
Lot Of 9 Sterling Silver Tablewares - Including- Black, Starr, & Gorham weighted sterling 4 1/2" bud vase #2001,  The Bailey, Banks & 
Biddle Co. 6 1/4" Hammered weighted Sterling Bud vase, Preisner Weighted sterling 10 1/4" candle stick, LF Monogram maker 6 1/8" 
wide x 4 1/4" tall weighted sterling bon bon and 5 Frank M Whiting glass & sterling collared coasters {in house shipping available}

515 4 Fenton Marigold Carnival Glass Console Bowls - 8" grape "Vintage" 3 in1 edge, 8" Acorns 8 ruffle, 9 1/2" three footed ICS Waterlily 
aka Lotus and Poinsettia and 8" Dragon & Lotus ICS (pinhead flakr to inside surface of D&L bowl)- in house shipping available
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516

5 Disney Treasures 1994 LE Classic Mickey Framed Engraved Serigraphs in Original Boxes - MINT! - each piece of animation art is 
made from multiple etched plates and 10 color serigraph silkscreen printing techniques on acid free paper, mounted in organic and 
acid free materials with high quality acrylic fronts - Limited Editions of 7,500 - 1-4 are 5" impressed images matted in 11" square 
frames (#5 is 7" image, 10" floating mat paper in 14" square frame), Mickey with brush embossed stamp and full back sheet 
description of the image and where it originated from as well as the porcess used to create the fine art print - The Band Concert 1935, 
Brace Little tailor 1938, Nifty Noneties 1941, Mickey's Birthday Party 1942 and gray scale Steamboat Willie 1928 - perfect gifts for the 
Disney lover - in house shipping available

517 Giant Clam Shell - 20" long x 13" wide - real shell of  - giant clams are very large bivalves and are native to the Indian Tridacna Gigas
and Pacific Oceans - (some chipping) {in house shipping available}

518
Tray Lot of Stone Carved Animals and other Collectibles - African stone carved 12" rhino, 13" lion, small lion, elephant and rhino, 2" 
black giraffe, 5" fur covered white bison, antique china head doll, 12" iron-work camel and 10" stylized rocking horse figure, 9" 
"Winslow" hand made rocking zebra , geode slices, multiple small figures and adornment

519

Hand Painted and Collectible Porcelains - Royal Nippon 13" 2 handled vase raised on 4 shell feet with hand painted roses and gold 
handle accents,5 3/4" twisted melon rib RS Germany pitcher and 4 1/4" bud vase, 2 Irish Belleek novelty swan bowls, unmarked 
jeweled Nippon design hair receiver, 3" floral band squat pitcher with gold accents and Crown Staffordshire 4 3/4" square tab 
handled bonbon (edge rub) - in house shipping available

520
Spode Christmas China and More - 5 dinner and 10 salad plates, box of 4 dessert plates and boxed Annual Santa plate, 10 cups and 
saucers, mug,  boxed glass Hurricane Candle, napkins, brochure and ornament, plus go along Christmas ware plate,  bowl and 
candlesticks  - in house shipping available 

521
14 Hess Trucks in Orig. Boxes - 2 - 2011 Dump Truck and Lift, 2016 TT & Dragster (all with outer boxes as weill), 1991 Truck & Race 
Car, 2013 T & Trailer, 2014 T& Space Cruiser, 2016 Truck & Jet, 2003 with race cars, 2002 with Airplane, 1992 18 wheeler & Racer, 
1997 Toy Truck and Racers, 1999 with space shuttle, 1995 and 2006 with helicopters All in Original Boxes {in house shipping available}

522

20 Texaco Annual Diecast Air Plane Model Replicas 1-15 Complete with 5 Special Editions - beautiful die cast planes in annual series 
1993-2006 complete in their original boxes, most unopened plus special editions of 5 years - 7th, 8th and 9th annual 1999, 2000 and 
2001  Special Collector's Editions (1927 Ford Tri Motored Monoplane, 1936 Keystone-Loening Commuter "The Duck" and "Spokane 
Sun God" 1929 Buhl CA-6 Sesquiplane), 12th annual "Staggerwing" 1939 Beechcraft D17S in Special Edition Black Chrome Finish and 
13th annual "Waco Straightwing" 1929 WACO ASO Special Edition Brushed Metal Finish - in house shipping available

523 1960s B & B Texaco Jet Fuel Tanker Truck - " Made in U.S.A. Brown and Bigelow Division of Standard Packaging Corp " advertising 
states "heavy steel construction - tilt cab and it steers (First Time on Any Toy)" - in house shipping available

524

Wood Crate and Shelf Full of Decorative Candles, Candelabra and Candleholders - 9 Sears Home Lite square orange beaded hurricane 
votives in boxes, 3 Musical Holiday Pillar Candles (Silent Night, Nutcracker and Green Sleeves) canning jar style  soy candles (Angel 
Vanilla, Buttercream Frosting and Pink Magnolia), 3 dozen Frontgate taper candles (Gold, Silver and Ivory),10 pillar candles (red, 
green, two tone and embossed gold) and misc tapers - in house shipping available

525 Rare 1980 Teddy Kennedy for President License Plates & Hundreds of Flag Stickers - metal plates (never used but paper is stuck to 
them with slight discoloration), peel & stick flags 3"x2" -  {in house shipping available}

526

4 Solido Special Edition Coca Cola Diecast Trucks - Die cast replicas appear to be 1:18 or 1:19 scale, all cars in superb condition in 
boxes - Ford Roadster #9510, VW Combi 1966 #9512, Fiat 500 Decouvrable #9515, Ford Bache #9513 - plastic window on Ford Bache 
is detached and top of box is somewhat pushed in, some minor issues with other boxes but all intact (see photos) in house shipping 
available

527

13 Replica Diecast Gas Pump Coin Banks and Figurines MIB - 9 Limited Edition Gearbox inc 4 Mechanical Coin Banks (2 1996 approx 
12" 1920 Wayne #11001 and approx 8" 1950 Tokheim #6602 Sky Chief and #6601 Fire Chief Gas Pump Replicas), 5 approx 7.5" Wayne 
Gas Pump Replicas (3 #07529 Sky Chief silver box, #07503 Fire Chief green box and #07530 Sky Chief red box) and 4 Crown Premiums 
Vees Collectibles approx 6.5" Gas Pump banks with flashing globes (2 each Fire Chief and Sky Chief in Tokheim style - flashing globes 
have not been tested) - all mint in box, very minor box wear, see pictures - in house shipping available

528
Tray Lot of 7 Mid Century Modern Sculptures - incl. signed hand carved House Wren decoy on branch by Dave Hutchins, John Perry 
seagull, hand carved hummingbird, hand carved shark by Glen Harrinton 1982 (wires broke), DeMott ship with pen holder, abstract 
sulpture of 2 golfers hole in one - contents only {in house shipping available}

529

Case Lot of Collectibles - incl. Martiau made in Spain doe with fawn porcelain figurine (fracture on leg of doe), cast iron carousel 
candy mold, mod red telephone, heron decorated silver plate Victorian sugar box, pair of early pewter hanging match holders, silver 
plate bears child's dish, Kodak 2.5" prism lens, cast iron trivets and match holders, paperweights, music box, carved soap stone 
figures & more {in house shipping available} 

530 The Boston Hartford & Erie Railroad Company 1000 Dollar Bond Sheet Complete - "Inc 1863" seal, certificate #2264 full signatures 
and all pay out coupons, framed under plexiglas - in house shipping available

531 3 Designer Leather Handbags - incl. Charm and Lucky with dust bag, Adrienne Vittadini, & Giani Bernini (all slightly used but in very 
good condition) {in house shipping available}

532 Vintage Tools - cast iron base table top fan 8-880-F (working, no on/off switch, 25" tall Diamond J, Urbana O. railroad oiling can, 
Stanley #3-L level, & 3 wood saws (Craftsman, Superior, & Disston) {in house shipping available}

533

TexacoAnnual Teddy Bears, Tin Litho Bank Containers, Die Cast Planes, Cars, and More - 3 cardboard and 1 paper Wings of Texaco 
signs/ mats, 1998-2000 2nd, 3rd and 4th Edition teddy bears ("Ace" and "Fire-Chief" with outer cloth bag and "Speedy" with 
sunglasses), 1:24 Scale 1940 Ford Coupe Inspector Car and No. 2 24 Hour Service Petroleum Producs 1940 Ford Town Tanker Truck by 
Golden, 1:43 Matchbox 1955 Chevy US Olympic Team Commemrative Texaco Tow Truck (1998), Town Tanker, Filling Station and Fire 
Engine Tin Litho canister coin banks, and 6 Wings of Texaco Airplanes - 1932 Northrop Gamma (1994), 930 Travel Air Model R 
"Mystery Ship" (997),Texaco's First Plane 1927 Ford Tri-Motored Monoplane (1999) and "Gooney Bird" Douglas DC-3C (2003) - in 
house shipping available
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534
Cannondale M300 CAD1 Bicycle - With Tektro brakes, lounge lizard grips, Serfas deep grove seat, AT18" Sun rims, Continental traffic 
26.2.1 tires, swimano shifter, Cannondale nylon front basket, TI nylon back saddle bags, Giro med size helmet, plasticcoated cable 
lock with key, and blackburn tire pump  [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

535
7 Vintage Gun Stocks in Varied Conditions - Remington Arms, Stevens 22, AK Fox or Parker Double Barrel, Winchester Repeating 
Arms, M 1903 modified, Model 1903/1903 A3 Plastic sc-tock and hand guard (intact but very worn) and AS IS 1888 rod bayonet trap 
door stock with old repairs, missing wood and other mars - in house shipping available, oversized box

536 Repurposed Wood Wall Rack - with railroad ties as hooks and applied mystical faces - 27" wide x 9.5" tall {in house shipping only}

537 Griswold Cast Iron No 8 Waffle Griddle with Holder - classic Griswold X mark "American No 8 The Griswold Mfg Co. Erie PA U.S.A. 
Pat'd Dec 1 1908 #314A" - in house shipping available

538 Wooden Chest Erector Case and Contents - inset metal top shelf, comes with lots of wheel parts, girders and screws, motor and 
more, one hinge broken see photos- in house shipping available

539 2 Vintage Buick 14" Hubcaps - 1982-85 - some scratches on one {in house shipping available}

540
Navy Lighters, Medals and Reated Militaria - 11 ship and Navy Lighters (USS Caddo ParrishLST-515, enameled shield SERVGU THREE, 
Commander Landing Ship Squadron Two Second to None,USS Clarke County LST 601, semper Servus Service Group one, Contents 
Only- in house shipping available

541

Box lot of First Edition and other Books - 1991 John Irving A Son of The Circus 1998 Tom Wolfe A Man in Full  (First Trade Editions), 
First Edition 2005 John Grisham The Broker, 1974 Helter Skelter by Curt Gentry and Vincent Ougliosi, 1972 Watership Down , Second 
Printing Masteing the Art of French Cooking Simone Becke, Louisette Bertholle and Julia Child, and 1978 Julia Child & Company, 
Hungarian Maria Sandor "A Garrenek Muve" 2 Volume Set in box 1988, Hungarian Edition of AA Milne Micimacko (Winnie the Pooh)
Budapest 1967 edition,Atlas of Human Anatomy and Surgery The Color Plates of 1831-1854 by JM Bourgery & NH Jacob 2006 Taschen
/Barnes & Noble, Matthew Boulton Master Silversmith 1760-1790  by Eric Delief 1971, Sothebey's The Cornelius Moore Collection 
Early American Silver 1986 and Old Danish Silver 1969, 1930 copyright The Boy's Cubbook BSofA,Vassar A Second Glance student one 
frame drawings by Anne Cleveland and Jean Anderson,Red Cross First Aid Text book, and 2 Joan Walsh Anglund Love Is A Special Way 
of feeling 1960 - in house shipping available

542 Vintage Fencing Sword - #20 {in house shipping available}

543

Case of Collectible Paperweights, Figurines, Trays and More - Japanese laquerware utility tray, German 3-D lit shadowbox diorama, 
glass and lucite paperweights, demitasse spoon sets, dolphin and globe night light, Deco style bar ice crusher, Chinese ceramic horse 
statue, vintage pin up Jeanie the Meanie card, ivorine nude, infant of prague figure, Wedgwood Jasper Ware pinbox and other 
porcelains mini Canadian geese Nova Scotia decoy style carvings by Ercell Nickerson, pr silverplate interlocking heart goblets, antique 
mini bone handle toy flatware, wooden nickels and more - contents only, in house shipping available

544 3 Antique Egg Beater Drill Braces - 1-SoJo Millers Falls 2-01 red egg beater drill brace, 1- Yankee # 1545 5 positions plane, LH Ratchet, 
RH, RH Double and Lock, and 1- Vintage Goodell-Pratt Eggbeater Hand Drill with storage handle.

545

50+ Vintage Rock and Roll Vinyl Record Albums - Enoch Light, Emmy Lou Harris, Delaney & Bonnie & Friends on tour with Eric 
Clapton, Janis Ian, The Bords The Bees & The Monkees, The Brothers Four, The Mama's and the Papa's, Linda Ronstadt, Carpenters, 
Joan Baez, Earth Wind & Fire, Peter, Paul and Mary, Queen, Grand Funk, Foreigner, Simon and Garfunkle, Elton John, Sam Harris, Dan 
Fogelberg,  Electeric Light Orchestra, Bruce Springstein, AC/DC, Bay City Rollers, Introducing The Beatles, Jethro Tull, Rush, Carole 
King, The Partridge Family , The Who, Styx, Bee Gees, Zodiac Cosmic Sounds, Donna Summer, Grateful Dead, Steve Miller Band, 
Byzantium, Rare Earth, Genesis, Jefferson Airplane, Iron Butterfly, Etc - Some cover issues, sold as is - in house shipping available

546

3 Antique German Porcelain Dolls - ABG, Simon & Halbig and Unmarked - 16" Alt, Beck & Gottschalck 1362 porcelain socket head 
dolly face doll with open mouth and teeth, jointed composite body and period clothes marked ABG intertwined monogram 1362 
Made in Germany 0 1/2 (distributed by George Borgefeldt as My Girlie doll circa 1912, 16" Simon & Halbig 1329 Germany S&H Asian 
dress child, 28" child porcelain socket head doll with open mouth and teeth (repair to back of head, eyes fixed shut) - in house 
shipping available

547 Tray lot of 16 Miniature Novelty Gun Form Lighters - rifles, derringer, pistols and other forms in miniature, some pairs - in house 
shipping available

548 Pentax K1000 camera with Pentax & Hoya Lenses and Filters, Etc - shoulder carrying bag, original instruction manual,Hoya telephoto, 
Pentax 50mmF2 with box, polarized and other lenses and filters, brochures and caps - in house shipping available

549

Mainsheet Ronstan RF1171 & RF1174 Fiddle Blocks W/ Cam And Snap Shackles -  block with polymer sheaves and 316 stainless steel 
races. Cheek plates have a black chrome finish and are flared at the rope entry and exit points. Snap shackle head allows for quick 
release and use of block in multiple locations. Sheave diameters are 2 3/8" and 1 7/8". with 1/2" line and has a working load of 2090 
lbs.

550 Set 4 Chrome Studebaker Champion Hubcaps - 10.5" diameter {in house shipping available}

551 Western Electric Oak Half Case Wall Hung Phone and Kodatoy Kodak Projector - Phone mouthpiece has old repair, mouthpiece is 
disconnected. Kodatoy projector tag says it works, have not tried, sold as is - in house shipping available

552 Vintage Tonka and other Pressed Steel Construction and Other Trucks and Jeeps - 6 Tonka (large size crane truck, bulldozer, 2 sizes of 
Jeeps, dune buggy and small cement mixer), Buddy L Fire Ladder Truck, and Structo Toys road grader - in house shipping available

553
Approx 15 Antique Hand Made American Folk Art Baskets - Wood slat storage, picking and other types, all are fragile and show some 
signs of damage, but main structure is still intact. have tried to show major issues and details of each basket - in house shipping 
available
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554

15 Dept 56 Snowbabies in Original Boxes - Music from heaven, Will it snow today, Two little babies on the go!, Jolly friends forever 
more, Follow me, Wish upon a falling star, Did he see you?, Frosty Frolic Friends ornament, Keeping Watch, Day at the Spa, We Are 
Deer Friends, Message from Heaven, I Wonder Where the Time Goes. Goddess of Chocolate, 2004 Just for You and Woodland 
Wildlife Animals 6 pc accessory set to Snow Village (all with boxes) and 2000 Love is in the Air without a box - in house shipping 
available

555

9 Annual Texaco Christmas Service Station Displays - First 5 in Series including 2 each  porcelain 1995 Texaco Town, 1996 
Oaklawn Filling Stations and 1997 Service Station #15 Dallas, resin 1998 Texaco Town Filling Station and 1999 Western Barn (both 
unlit) and 2000 City Type Station - Houston in Porcelain - all with original boxes, seldom if ever opened, all porcelains include light - in 
house shipping available

556 Fenton Pink Satin Embossed Poppies GWTW Lamp - 24" with embossed floral body globe base, top globe with trefoil top crown and 
glass chimney - (in house shipping available, oversized box)

557 Antique Marble Top Wash Stand - with 3 drawers & door 38" tall x 30" wide x 16" deep [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party 
shipping]

558 Vintage German 4L King Stein - #300 with  - 20" tall (in good condition) {in house shipping available}

559 4 Large Royal Doulton Character Jugs - "Beefeaters" 1946 RD No Mark (D 6206), Jockey D 6625, Robin Hood D 6527 and  Granny D 
5521 - in house shipping available

560
4 Pcs Marigold Imperial Tree Bark and Green Fenton Chrysanthemum Pitcher - 8" Chrysanthemum pitcher was made for Texas 
Carnival Glass Club 30th Anniversary Houston Texas 1979-2009, 4 pcs Imperial Tree Bark (8.5" pitcher, 2 4.5" tumblers and 7 1/2" 
vase) - in house shipping available

561
2 Irish Belleek Porcelain Woven Baskets and KPM 3 Part Tray - Pristine woven form porcelain Belleek 6 1/2" tri-lobe form with applied 
pink roses and shamrocks, and 8" oval with red flower sprays and brown sanded handles plus 11" KPM tri-lobe serving dish - in house 
shipping available

562

Complete Set of 1938 Knickerbocker Seven Dwarves Disney 9" Figurines - A Doll Lover's dream set of early Disney Snow White 
Memorabilia Seven Dwarves - face hands clothes and outfits are great, all with jointed arms, Doc has one foot repair, Happy has 
abraisions on one foot and Dopey has 1 foot with alligator finish - 4 with black belts, Happy with red and Doc with green belts, Bashful 
has brass ball belt buckle - in house shipping available,insured double wrapped)

563
R John Wright Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs "Rags" 482/1,000 in original box - 17" felt rag dress with wood bucket and brush, 
face and hands made of flet and hand painted - Cambridge, New York, mint box  may never have been taken out before - in house 
shipping available

564 19 Pcs. Vintage Pottery - incl. 13" Amphora vase with bird decoration, 2 - 12.5" Stangl platters, 3 cups, & 3 tea bag bowls, 7 pcs. of M.
A. Hadley pottery, & handled basket {in house shipping available}

565
Collectible Glass with Sterling Silver Mounts plus Gense Stainless Steel Bowl - Gorham weighted 9.5" teal glass vase, teal 5.5" tall x 
9.5" diameter bowl, 3.5" mustard with Wallace sterling lid, 6" diameter Wallace sterling foot bowl, & 6"x14" Swedish Gense stainless 
steel salad bowl (all in good condition, some scratches on Gense bowl from use) {in house shipping available}

566 8 Marigold Carnival Glass Baskets - 2 Northwood, 3 Dugan and 3 favor - in house shipping available

567 15 1/4" Semi-Opaque Cerulean Blue Peking Glass Embossed Bird Vase - Peking/Meiping vase is embossed with multiple tropical birds 
- large peacock, heron, cranes, pheasants and more - with tulip flare rim - tiny chip to rim, in house shipping available

568
2 Authentic Dooney & Bourke Handbags - small tan leather serial No. J5294965 & canvas with leather w/ matching hand clutch & 
keychain serial No. K631980 & 1 dust bag (both slightly used but in very good condition, please see photos) {in house shipping 
available}

569 Holiday Symphonium Electrical Music Box w/ 16 Discs - incl. owner's manual (working) {in house shipping available}

570

9" Antique Hand Carved African Kumu Mask - Traditional Shamanic Kumu/ Komo mask with square mouth and eyes, added teeth and 
rows of protruding dowel spikes to protect, project and accentuate the mouth, eyes and forehead. These masks are among the most 
important objects in their culture. They are used by the Nkunda society to call upon the primordial ancestors for purposes of social 
control. Taking hallucinogens was part of these ceremonies and during the ensuing trance information was revealed. This served the 
Kumu as one of the major methods of divination. Great patina and wear from use, some tooth and dowel loss, old crack to chin, good 
natural colors with minor scuffs - in house shipping available

571 3 Cambridge Figural Flower Frogs - 8" Draped Nude, 8.5" Two Kids and 6.5" Bashful Charlotte - in house shipping available

572 Super Cute Mid Century Ruege Italian Cigarette Holder Music Box - working Swiss music box (wood on lid has some splitting from age 
but nothing serious) {in house shipping available}

573 9 Porcelain Figurines - incl. Goebel Mary & Jesus, Florence Ceramics Louise, Bing & Grondahl putti, 12" Ceramic umbrella girl by Wales 
(flower chip), & lace ballerina (lots of lace damage), sitting angel & boy {in house shipping available}

574 Hand Painted Porcelain Sweet Meat Condiment Set in Box - floral butterfly decoration on yellow background (very nice condition) - 
box 11.5" square {in house shipping available}

575 7 Animal Figurines, Planters, & Pitchers - incl. 2 Missouri mules, Goebel goat pitcher, NAO basket of bunnies, gaggle of geese, & 
yawning dog, plus Hull duck planter (all in good condition) {in house shipping available}
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576
8 Pcs Green Carnival Glass - Stippled Rays 5 1/2" bell flared pedestal foot bowl and 5" Hat form vase, 6 1/2" Shell nappy, 6" six ruffle 
pedestal ivy vase, Shell and Jewel creamer and 2 covered sugar bowls and Gibson 1977 "In God We Trust" emblem lady's spitton A.C.
G.A. Cleveland Ohio July 2, 1977" club special - in house shipping available

577

13" Baule Hand Carved African Dan Ancestor Portrait Mask - A beautiful Yaure portrait mask finely carved with stylized har style. 
Textured hair, oval chin and stoic expression are the marks of the well known Baule style. The portrait masks are said to portrait an 
honored person of the village or a personal ancestor who is celebrated during the Mbolo ceremonial dance, an aesthetic 
performance in which the beautifully carved mask would be worn with multicolored costume and dance with great honor by the 
person it represents or a relative - holes to back rim of mask to affix to elaborate costume, great form and old worn patina, some 
cracking to top of hair- in  house shipping available

578

19" Hand Carved Antique Songye Kifwebe African Ceremonial Mask - the Songye striated face Kifwebe mask from the Congo River 
Basin personify local control of mystical power. The Kifwebe members commanded a body of esoteric secret knowledge visually 
encoded mnemonically in the mask's features. The mask features a pointed head, radiating striating lines from central axis 
emphasizing the eyes. Pointed head form, overall excellent condition with natural patina from handling and wear, just what you want 
to see in an authentic African mask. There is one small crack to back rim near right temple. From estate of long time Ethiopian 
collector - in house shipping available

579

Lot Of 945+ Lampwork Beads - including 70+black and white, 70+ red & gold 3 shapes, 300+ blue and gold 7 shapes, 90+ acid washed 
blue red and white dots, 60+ amber & gold 3 shapes, 45+ black & gold with dots of color, 30+ blue oblong with color swirls,  80+ 
opaque red and gold, 20+ odd blue and gold, 25+ acid washed  black and swirl oblong, 55 + red acid washed oblong swirl, {in house 
shipping available}

580 Lot of Bookends & Metal Oddities - incl. Arts & Crafts copper, End of The Trail cast iron bookends plus miniature brass figures & 
candlesticks and The Danish Silversmith salts with spoons, fez wearing composite monkey {in house shipping available}

581

18" Yaure/Guro/Baule Ivory Coast African Mask with Bird Spirit Crest - Common form for tribes of Liberia and the Ivory Coast of 
Western Africa - stylized bird head perches atop the mask as a spirit helper, black painted hair with red and white zigzag lines, 
powder white face with red open mouth, striated shell beard accent, side ride of black and white triangles and stylized out pointing 
ears - This is most likely Yaure, shows patina from use, some minor wear marks - in house shipping available

582 Vintage 14k Yellow Gold Round Bar Link Necklace - 16" long (6.2 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

583 1916 Longines 800 Silver Railroad Watch - ser # 3,413,585 (missing Stem) rose gold inlaid and engraved locomotive on back cover  {in 
house shipping available}

584
Nice Collection of Victorian 14k, 10k, & Sterling Stick Pins - 14k gold w/ diamond center flower (1.1 dwt. incl. diamond), 4 - 10k gold 
(horseshoe, seed pearl flower with diamond center, triangular garnet, & blue semi-precious stone (2.8 dwt. all 4 incl. stones), & 2 
sterling silver (1 with scrimshaw flower) (all in good condition) {in house shipping available}

585 Turquoise & Garnet Ring Set in 14k Gold - size: 5 (2.2 dwt. incl. stones) {in house shipping available}

586 Amy Kahn Russell Blue Agate Sterling Pendant / Pin - with orig. tag - 2 3/8" long (great condition) {in house shipping only}

587
4 Royal Doulton Small Character Jugs and 1 Toby Jug - "Sir John Falstaff" full body toby jug (embossed 8328 in base), small character 
jugs Granny D 6384, The Cardinal A mark (D 6033), and The Walrus and The Carpenter D 6604, Rip Van Winkle D 6463 lighter base (no 
lighter) - in house shipping available

588

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2004 "Rosie" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed bottom 
left and verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - 
reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC 
post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary 
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid 
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous 
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans 
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the 
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer 
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis 
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life 
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of 
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus 
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was 
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

589 Mid Century Lane "Acclaim" Coffee & Pair of End Tables - some fading and mild scuffs from use [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd 
party shipping]

590 Archimede 4 Jewel Open Face Pocket Watch 800 Silver Case - working {in house shipping available}

591 White 14k Gold Cross Pendant Necklace - 1 1/2" cross by Esemco on 18" chain (1.0 dwt. both pcs.) {in house shipping available}

592 Antique Carved Marquetry Top Side Table - 26" tall x 17.5 " diameter [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

593 Antique Grain Bin Turned on its Side - 60" tall x 31" wide x " deep [local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]


